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TOWN FACILITIES 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
Town Office: 733-2341 
733-473 7 (Fax) 
Mon - Fri 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Recycle Center: 733-4731 
Wednesday 8:00 am-3:00 pm 
Friday and Saturday 8:00 am-4:00 pm 
Closed for Holidays 
Marion Transfer Station: 726-4561 
Tuesday-Saturday 7:30 am-3:30 pm 
Lubec Memorial Library: 733-2491 
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday 
10:00 am-4:00 pm 
Wednesday 10:00 am-8:00 pm 
Saturday 10:00 am-2:00 pm 
Lubec Water District: 733-5526 
Monday-Friday 8:00 am-3:30 pm 
Closed 11:30 am-12:00 noon for Lunch 
A Message from the Board of Selectmen 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the community 
for their support throughout the year. Many accomplishments 
would not have been completed without the help of all the 
many volunteers and committee members that tirelessly 
devote their time and energy into improving our quality of life. 
From Spring cleanup to winter snow removal, we are grateful 
to the Public Works, Ricky, Timmy and Robert who miss holiday 
gatherings and nights off to keep us save. What would we all do 
without their dedication to our safety? 
We would like to thank our dedicated Town Staff, Debbie and 
Mary, our Town Administrator, Renee and our Tax Collector 
and Treasurer, Suzette, who all work tirelessly to keep this 
town going, often with no or little appreciation. This 
appreciation also includes Kenny in the Recycling Department, 
Bruce in the Sewer Treatment Plant, Gary as our Code 
Enforcement Officer, Rhonda as our Animal Control Officer, 
Ralph as our Harbormaster, Marlene as our Health Officer, Jim 
as our Tax Assessor, and to Patsy, who is always there when we 
need her. 
Lastly, let us be thankful that we live in the most beautiful town 
in the easternmost point of the United States of America. May 
we all enjoy the blessings of this wonderful community. 
Carol Dennision-Chair 
Administrator's Report 
Renee Gray, Lubec Town Administrator 
As we wrap up 2018-2019, I can't help but take a moment to reflect on all our 
accomplishments for the year. For a small town, we certainly are very busy. I 
am extremely satisfied and proud of all the hard work and dedication from 
the Town employees, Select Board, committee members and volunteers. One 
of most cost effective accomplishments this year was when Emera converted 
all the streetlights to LED, saving the Town thousands of dollars in expense. 
The lights look great and will save taxpayers money for years to come. We are 
constantly trying to find ways to cut costs. The old town garage was 
demolished. Public works was able to fix the erosion problem by the 
commercial pier by adding riprap and stabilizing the bank. Public Works also 
acquired a necessary loader to help with all they do. The ladders were badly 
in need of replacement at the commercial pier. The new ones look great and 
should last for years to come. The Town of Lubec entered into an agreement 
with Axiom Adult Education. Any resident of Lubec seeking a high school 
diploma equivalent or other specialty course may contact Axiom for further 
information on classes at the Lubec Community Outreach Center. The Maine 
Department of Transportation offered a grant for a speed sign to be owned 
and operated by the Town of Lubec. The sign was acquired and seems to be 
helping slow traffic down. The data it records can and will be shared with the 
Washington County Sheriff's office to assist in the way they patrol Lubec. I 
can't thank enough our staff, Select Board, committee and board members. 
Without the dedication and support, this town would look and run very 
differently. We try to create a pleasant atmosphere in the Town Office that 
invites community spirit and appreciation. I hope the town is moving in a 
positive direction. Please feel free to stop by the town office to share your 
thoughts, visions and dreams for Lubec. Thank you 
t?~JJ~ 
Renee Gray, Town Administrator 
RULES PROCEDURE FOR TOWN MEETING 
State Laws governing town meetings pro-vide for the adoption of rules of procedure for the meeting. 
The only purpose of a town meeting is to act on the articles contained in the Town Warrant. Any 
discussion, or questions, or rules of procedures that do not apply to the article under discussion will be 
ruled out of order. 
Non-voters (those not registered to vote in Lubec) are not allowed to speak without an approval of the 213 
vote of the voters present. 
MODERATOR 
The role of the moderator is to ensure that the meeting is carried out in a/air and orderly fashion. State 
laws for town meetings include the following three rules: 
1. A person may not speak before he/she is recognized by the moderator. 
2. A person shall be silent at the moderator's command. 
3. When a vote declared by the moderator is questioned by at least seven(7) voters, the moderator 
is required to make it certain by polling the voters. 
The moderator reads the article, then asks for a motion on the article. If you wish to make a motion, or 
speak on an article, stand, address the moderator, state your name, and wait to be recognized. Once you 
are recognized, make your motion, or if a motion has already been made, discuss the article or provide 
information. 
MOTIONS 
There are several types of motions, some have higher priority than others. None should be made 
frivolously. Only the motion to withdraw a motion does not require a second. Only two motions may 
interrupt another speaker. The most common motions include: 
ACCEPT THE ARTICLE AS READ 
A motion to accept an article as read requires a majority vote, is debatable, is amendable and may be 
reconsidered. 
AMEND 
A motion to amend requires a majority vote and is debatable. You may move to amend an amendment. You 
may not amend an amendment to an amendment. If an amendment is passed, the article, as amended, is 
then voted upon. You may amend an article to decrease an amount of money, but may not increase an 
amount of money or change the intent of the article. 
TAKE AN ARTICLE OUT OF ORDER 
A motion to take an article out of order is debatable, is not amendable, and requires a 2/3 vote. It cannot be 
reconsidered. LIMITED DEBATE 
A motion to limit debate places a time limit on debate. It is not debatable, but is amendable. It requires a 2/3 
vote and may be reconsidered. 
RULES PROCEDURE FOR TOWN MEETING 
MOVE THE PREVIOUS QUESTION 
A motion to move the previous question cuts off debate and forces an immediate vote on the question. It 
is not debatable, is not amendable, and requires a 2/3 vote. It may not be reconsidered. 
POSTPONE CONSIDERATION OF AN ARTICLE TO A CERTAIN TIME 
A motion to postpone consideration of an article until a certain time is debatable as to the reason of 
postponement and is amendable. It requires a majority vote. 
NOT TO CONSIDER AN ARTICLE 
A motion not to consider an article must be made before debate has begun. The motion is debatable, is 
not amendable, and requires a majority vote (2/3 if main motion). It may be reconsidered if a motion to 
reconsider is made by a voter on the prevailing side and achieves a 2/3 vote. 
RECONSIDER AN ARTICLE 
A motion to reconsider an article may only be made by a member of the prevailing side. It may be made 
when another has the floor if he or site has not yet begun to speak. It is debatable if the original article 
was debatable. It is not amenable and requires a majority vote. A secret ballot may not be reconsidered 
POSTPONE INDEFINITELY 
A motion to postpone indefinitely removes the article for the particular meeting. (It may be taken up at 
the second session if a second session is held). In a one session meeting, the motion to postpone 
indefinitely is the same as a motion to dispense with or not consider an article. The motion must be made 
before debate has begun; it is debatable, is not amendable, and requires a majority vote (2/3 vote if main 
motion). It may be reconsidered if a motion to reconsider is made by a vote on the prevailing side and 
achieves a 2/3 vote. 
ADJOURN 
The motion to adjourn is not in order when another has the floor. If made after all of the meeting business 
is completed, it requires a majority vote. The motion is debatable if made before the business of the Town 
Meeting has all been transacted, and no provision has been made for a meeting at a later time to finish the 
business. If no provision is made for time and place, the warrant is dead, and a new warrant will have to 
be prepared. The motion to adjourn is not debatable if provision is made to meet at a later date, time, and 
location to finish the Town Meeting business, and must then be voted on immediately, requiring a 2/3 
vote. If passed, the meeting is adjourned to reconvene and continue the business of the meeting at the later 
time. The motion to adjourn may be made again, but is out of order if made repeatedly. 
If the meeting is adjourned to a certain time, place, and date, the results of the Australian ballot may not 
be announced until second session. 
WITHDRAW A MOTION 
The motion to withdraw a motion must be made by the person making the original motion. It does not 
require a second. It is not debatable, is not amendable, and requires a majority vote. A negative vote only on 
this motion may be reconsidered. 
THESE RULES PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS TO BE HEARD. 
PLEASE READ THEM. 
NOTES FOR VOTERS ON TOWN MEETING PROCEDURE 
Rules of procedure, in general. It is important to understand two core concepts. First, rules of 
procedure are not rules of law. Their purpose is to facilitate the conduct of the meeting, and 
courts will usually uphold a moderator's decision and the actions of a meeting unless clear 
unfairness or error resulting in misunderstanding or confusion has actually affected the vote. 
Second, questions about appropriate procedure or the outcome of a vote should be addressed in 
the meeting itself (see the discussion of "appeal" and "challenge," below). If questionable 
decisions or determinations of the vote are not brought to the moderator's attention and 
addressed on the spot, a court may decline to review the issue later, even where it would 
otherwise be appropriate for judicial review. 
Distinguishing or Separating Voters and Non-Voters. Please respect any measures in effect for distinguishing or 
separating voters from non-voters. 
Unanimous Consent To expedite procedure, the moderator may from time to time invite or suggest that the meeting 
give "unanimous consent" to proceeding in a certain way. Cooperation where you can freely give it will usually save 
time and avoid unnecessary complication, but if you do not wish to give consent simply call out "Objection" or "I 
object" when the moderator asks for unanimous consent. The moderator may then suggest or invite a motion and 
vote on procedure and you will then have the opportunity to speak in opposition to the procedure. 
Rules of Debate. Maine law makes three rules: (1) a person may not speak without being recognized by the 
moderator; (2) everyone shall be silent at the moderator's command; and (3) a person who is not a town voter may 
not speak without the consent of two-thirds of the voters present. In addition, the moderator may ask that one or more 
of the following rules be observed, and may invoke others to maintain good order and decorum. Raise your hand or 
stand, as directed by the moderator, to be recognized, and then state your name and what you would like to do. 
Stand while speaking unless otherwise directed or authorized by the moderator. Refrain from making negative 
motions ("I move that Article 16 be defeated"). After a motion has been made and seconded, the moderator will open 
the floor for discussion. The moderator may call on the Selectmen or other sponsors of an article to speak first on a 
main motion (a motion to approve an article as printed, for example). Thereafter, the affirmative side speaks. A 
person who makes a motion is entitled but not required to be the first speaker on the motion and may not vote against 
the motion but may seek consent to withdraw it. A person seconding a motion may both speak against it and vote 
against it. Do not make a speech and conclude it with a motion: rather, make the motion and then speak to it after it 
has been seconded and put to floor debate by the moderator. Address all remarks and all questions to the moderator 
alone. Remarks must be relevant to the motion. Debate will generally alternate between those in favor and those 
opposed. No one should address the same subject more than twice without the express permission of the moderator. 
The meeting may establish a time limit per speaker per question and an overall time limit on a motion. No one may 
speak a second time until all who wish to speak a first time have done so. Speak to the issue, not to the person, and 
do not question motives or speak ill of another. Profanity is out of order. Do not read from any document except the 
warrant without first obtaining the moderator's consent. Listen attentively, do not whisper in the seats, and do not 
interrupt a speaker. Take conversation outside, and mute all but emergency workers' cell phones. 
Nominations and Elections. No second is required for a nomination, but the moderator may request or require a 
candidate's consent to run (and if elected to serve), as a safeguard not only against the possibility that a nominee 
who is present will decide not to accept an office once won, but also as a safeguard against election of an absent 
person who when notified declines the office. 
Written Ballot. State law requires the moderator, selectmen, and school committee members to be elected by written 
ballot, even if there is only one nominee. On motion and a majority of votes cast, or by unanimous consent, the 
meeting can determine to require written ballot voting on other offices or on any business or other article on the 
warrant. Do not fold, and do not allow another to fold, your ballot with another, or they may both be invalidated. 
Appeal. A voter who thinks it appropriate to follow a procedure other than one announced by the moderator may 
seek to be recognized and then move a procedure the voter believes more appropriate. 
Methods of Voting. These are, in increasing order of certainty (and, for most, of the time required): voice vote, show 
of hands, rising (or standing) vote, division of the house, and written ballot vote. 
Challenge. A voter who thinks the moderator has not correctly determined the outcome of a voice or other vote short 
of an actual count and who wishes to challenge the moderator's determination should immediately seek to be 
recognized, and when recognized, say "I doubt it." The moderator will then determine whether at least six other voters 
agree. If so, the moderator will make the determination more certain by using a designated other method of voting. 
TOWN ANNUAL OFFICIALS ELECTION 
AUGUST 6, 2019 
TO: Kenneth Bradley, a citizen of the Town of Lubec, in the County of Washington and 
the State of Maine: 
GREETINGS: In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the Town of Lubec in said county and state, qualified by law to 
vote in town affairs, to assemble at the Lubec Municipal Building Meeting Room in said 
Town on Tuesday, the 6th of August, 2019 at 8:00 a.m., in the forenoon, then and there 
to act upon Article 1 and by secret ballot on Article 2 as set out below, the polling hours 
therefore to be from 8:00 a.m. in the forenoon until 6:00 pm in the afternoon, said 
articles being the following: 
Article 1. To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
Article 2. To elect by Australian Ballot a Board of Officers consisting of: 
Selectman, Assessor, Overseer of the Poor One member for a three (3) year term 
MSAD #19/ RSU 85 Board of Director Two members for Three (3) year terms 
Budget Committee Three members for three (3) year terms 
Lubec Water District Trustee One member for a three (3) year term 
The Registrar of Voters will be available at the place of the Annual Town Election on 
August 6, 2019 from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. at the Town Office for the purpose of 
correcting the Voting List. 
Signed at Lubec, Maine, the 10th day of July, 2019. 
aroii5enniSon, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen 
Joanne Case, Selectman 
/ 
A ~e Copy Attest: 
~ ReneeGraYJTOW~ 
Kenneth Bradley, Citizen, Town of Lubec 
TOWN OF LUBEC ANNUAL TOWN BUSINESS MEETING 
AUGUST 7, 2019 
TO: Kenneth Bradley, a citizen of the Town of Lubec, in the County of Washington and 
the State of Maine: 
GREETINGS to the Citizen: In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby 
required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Lubec, qualified by law to vote 
in Town affairs, to assemble at the Lubec Consolidated School Cafetorium in said Lubec 
on Wednesday, the 7th of August, 2019, at 6:00 p.m., in the evening, then and there to 
act on Articles 1 - 62 to wit: 
Article 1. To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to increase the Property Tax Levy established for 
Lubec by State Law in the event that the Municipal Budget approved in the following 
articles will result in a Tax Commitment that is greater than that Tax Levy Limit. 
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $340,459.00 
for General Administration Expenses. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 307,756.35 Budgeted 18-19 $320,573.00 Expended 18-19 $ 305,478.80 
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,653.00 
for Board of Selectmen expenses. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $12,758.10 Budgeted 18-19 $12,653.00 Expended 18-19 $ 11,966.11 
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,920.00 
for Town Risk Pool Insurance and Dues. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $24,924.86 Budgeted 18-19 $26,050.00 Expended 18-19 $ 24,379.57 
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $51,571.00 
for the Lubec Fire Department. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $51,378.33 Budgeted 18-19 $55,571.00 Expended 18-19 $38,215.92 
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $95,000.00 
for Lubec Water Hydrant Rental. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $83,500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $84,000.00 Expended 18-19 $ 86,300.00 
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,541.00 
for the Public Safety Departments as outlined below: 
Code Enforcement Officer 
Health Officer 
Shellfish Warden 







(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $21,412.19 Budgeted 18-19 $35,841.00 Expended 18-19 $26,076.35 
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 
for General Assistance. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $464.63 Budgeted 18-19 $5,000.00 Expended 18-19 $861.93 
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,451.00 
for Ambulance Services. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $115,451.04 Budgeted 18-19 $100,451.00 Expended 18-19 $100,450.92 
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000.00 for Sheriff 
Selective Enforcement. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $4,686.69 Beginning Balance 18-19 $5,000.00 Expended 18-19 $5,064.89 
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $354,555.00 
for the Public Works Department. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $348,744.49 Budgeted 18-19 $360,181.00 Expended 18-19 $377 ,242. 73 
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $42,380.00 
for Lubec Recycling. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 38,951.15 Budgeted 18-19 $ 41,223.00 Expended 18-19 $38,579.61 
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $70,000.00 
for the Town's garbage to be received at the Marion Transfer Station. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 82,721.26 Budgeted 18-19 $ 100,000.00 Expended 18-19 $68,879.00 
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3275.00 
for the Lubec Airport and Landfill. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $3,542.96 Budgeted 18-19 $2,975.00 Expended 18-19 $2,564.37 
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,060.00 
for Parks and Recreation. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18$4,101.90 Budgeted 18-19 $ 3,110.00 Expended 18-19 $2,345.33 
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,750.00 
for the maintenance of the Cemeteries now maintained by the Town. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $666.30 Budgeted 18-19 $1,750.00 Expended 18-19 $664.97 
Informational Note: Cemetery mower wages were moved from the Public Works 
budget to the cemetery budget. 
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $24,259.00 
for the Municipal Building / In-town Fire Station expenses. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $26,673.11 Budgeted 18-19 $28,437.00 Expended 18-19 $21, 186.96 
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 
for Memorial Day Cemetery Flags. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Informational Note: This article is mandated by the State of Maine. 
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 
for Veteran's Grave Maintenance and place any unexpended amounts into the 
veteran's grave reserve. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Informational Note: This article is mandated by the State of Maine. 
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate all funds received from the Local 
Road Assistance Program/Urban-Rural Initiative Program, to be placed in a non-lapsing 
fund to be expended for Road Improvement and Maintenance. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 16-17 $36,853.00 Expended 17-18 $36,856.00 Expended 18-19 $35,956.00 
Informational Note: The State sets the amount received 
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $50,000.00 for Road 
Improvement and Maintenance and to place any unexpended funds into the non-
lapsing Road Improvement and Maintenance capital account. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 
for the American Red Cross. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $0.00 Budgeted 18-19 $250.00 Expended 18-19 $250.00 
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 
for the Downeast Community Partners (WHCA). 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $500.00 
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 
for the Woman, Infant & Children (WIC). 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $ 500.00 
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 
for the Eastern Area on Aging. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 300.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $500.00 
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 
for Lubec Garden Club. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $0. 00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $ 500.00 
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 
for Life Flight Foundation. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $ 500.00 
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 
for the 4th of July Celebration. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $4,000.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 4,000.00 Expended 18-19 $4,000.00 
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 
for the Lubec Memorial Library. · 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 16-17 $ 4,000.00 Budgeted 17-18 $ 4,000.00 Expended 17-18 $4,000.00 
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $600.00 
for the Lubec Historical Society. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 0.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $500.00 
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 
for the Healthy Equity Alliance. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 0.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 250.00 Expended 18-19 $250.00 
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 500.00 
for the Christmas Parade. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 500.00 Expended 18-19 $ 500.00 
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 for 
Save Our Strays. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 0.00 Expended 18-19 $ 0.00 
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 500.00 
for the Lubec Food Pantry. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 500.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 0.00 Expended 18-19 $ 0.00 
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 500.00 
for Community Health and Counseling Services. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 0.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 0.00 Expended 18-19 $ 0.00 
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 250.00 
for Washington County Children's Program. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 0.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 0.00 Expended 18-19 $ 0.00 
Article 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 
for Summer Recreation Program to be designated for sliding scale fees and 
scholarship for children of Lubec. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 12,000.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 12,000.00 Expended 18-19 $ 12,000.00 
Article 39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,514.00 
for Debt Retirement outlined below. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
TAN Interest 
Sand/Salt Shed Bond 
Public Works Garage 




Budgeted 18-19 $ 20,756.00 
Maturity May 1, 2025 
Maturity September 15, 2026 
Expended 18-19 $ 18,013.58 
Article 40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000.00 to use as 
matching funds for the Lubec Waste Water Treatment Plant upgrade, any 
unexpended amount will be placed in a Lubec Waste Water Plant upgrade reserve fund. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
*Informational note: Waste Water Treatment plant upgrade fund balance: $25,000.00 
Expended 17-18 $ 0.00 Budgeted 18-19 $ 25,000.00 Expended 18-19 $25,000.00 
Article 41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,000.00 
for Street Lighting and supplies. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $28,735.96 Budgeted 18-19 $ 30,000.00 Expended 18-19 $28,937.04 
Article 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,886.00 
for the Harbor Office/Commercial Pier. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $ 13,317.65 Budgeted 18-19 $ 12,886.00 Expended 18-19 $13,738.42 
Article 43. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $21,000.00 for the sidewalk 
improvement capital fund, for the Washington Street Sidewalk project. 
*Informational note: These funds would be for the second phase of the project 
(Selectmen and Budget Comittee recommends acceptance) 
Expended 17-18 $5,064.89 Budgeted 18-19 $24,000 Expended 18-19 $24,000.00 
Article 44. Pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A § 710, To see if the town will vote to appropriate 
2.51% of the total 2018 Tax Commitment, to allow for tax assessment abatements and 
any interest due thereon. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommends acceptance) 
Article 45. To see if the Town will vote to approve the Sewer Department Budget at 
the sum of $185,051.00. 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Informational note: Funding of the Sewer Department is derived from 
Sewer revenues. 
Expended 17-18 $154,641.00 Budgeted 18-19 $163,686.00 Expended 18-19 $154,640.60 
Article 46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,000.00 
for Public Works Equipment capital account. 
Informational note: The fund has a balance of $3,013.03 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommends acceptance} 
Article 47. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $5,000.00 from the undesignated 
account for a Dangerous Buildings fund. Any unexpended funds will be placed in a 
non-lapsing Dangerous Buildings account. 
Informational note: The fund has a balance of $9, 398. 89 
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend acceptance) 
Article 48. Shall the following amendment to the Town's Building Notification 
Ordinance be enacted? 
Page 1 & 2 Title is amended to read: Town of Lubec Building/Demolition Notification 
Ordinance 
Sections 3.3; 4.2; 4.4; 4.5; 8; Build/Demolition Notification; also add demolition to the 
application. 
Article 49. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into 
agreements for borrowing money in anticipation of taxes as they deem necessary for 
the proper operations of the Town. 
Article 50. To see if the Town, in accordance with 36 MRSA Section 505(2), will vote to 
establish December 31, 2019 as the date the first tax payment shall be due, and 
delinquent on January 2, 2020 and the second tax payment due and payable on May 
31, 2020 and delinquent on June 1, 2020 and set the interest rate at ~% per annum for 
delinquent property taxes. 
Article 51. To see if the Town in accordance with 36 MRSA Section 506, will authorize 
the Tax Collector and Town Treasurer to accept prepayment of taxes not yet committed, 
and to pay no interest thereon. 
Article 52. To see if the Town, in accordance with 36 MRSA Section 506-A, will vote 
that a taxpayer who pays an amount in excess of that finally assessed shall be repaid 
the amount of the overpayment, plus interest from the date of the overpayment, at the 
annual rate of 5%. 
Article 53. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept, on behalf 
of the Town, federal and/or state funds and grants, and to appropriate these revenues to 
reduce the tax commitment. 
Article 54. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the 
Town, monetary gifts, and to appropriate said gifts to supplement the accounts specified 
by the benefactor. If no account is specified to appropriate said gift to a project for 
betterment of the citizens, (i.e. fuel assistance, markers for Veteran's graves) as 
approved by the Selectmen. 
Article 55. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the 
Town, to sell and dispose of property acquired by the Town through the lien process, on 
such terms and conditions as they deem fair and reasonable and to execute a Quitclaim 
Deed for said property. 
In the event the property is to be sold to anyone other than the person(s) who owned 
the property at the time of automatic foreclosure ("former owner"), the following 
procedure shall apply: A) Public notice of sale by sealed bid shall be posted in three (3) 
places of public use and published in the Quoddy Tides at least 30 days prior to the 
opening of bids. 8) If in the judgment of the Selectmen, none of the bids received 
represents a fair and reasonable price for the property, then they may reject all bids 
received. C) The Selectmen may then elect to repeat the sealed bid process or list with 
a local real estate firm. 
Except that the Municipal Officers shall use the special sale process required by 36 
M.R.S.A § 943-C for qualifying homestead property if they choose to sell it to anyone 
other than the former owner(s). 
Article 56. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend no more 
than 3/12 of the total fiscal year 2019 - 2020 budget for the operation of Town 
Government for the period from July 1, 2020 to the next annual meeting. 
Article 57. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dedicate proceeds from 
the sale of Town Acquired Property to the Road Improvement Capital Account. 
Article 58. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to utilize Safe Harbor grant 
funds to purchase adjacent land for the Safe Harbor project. 
Article 59. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer to record a 
waiver of foreclosure on real estate Map 007 Lot 091-001-MH1 assessed to Victoria 
Cassella for a tax lien filed on 10/05/2018. 
Informational Note: This is a Mobile Home only, no land 
Article 60. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to accept and 
administer a 2019 Small Community Grant award of $13,500.00 for a septic 
construction project for Paula Holm, at 1071 Boot Cove Road, Map 001-025-00K. 
Article 61. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to move 
funds between departments for the purpose of balancing the Town budget and to the 
extent of 10% of the total Town municipal budget. 
Informational note: Any movement of funds will be explained in writing by the 








General Adm in Expenses $18, 785.06 
Article 62. To see of the Town will appropriate the following categories of 
revenues to reduce the tax commitment: 
Excise Taxes 
Vehicle Registration Agent Fees 
Boat Excise 
Recreational License Agent Fees 
Interest on General Fund 
Interest on Taxes 
Interest Other 
Lien Costs 
Lubec Water District 
Miscellaneous Income 
Clerk's Fees 
State Municipal Revenue Sharing 
Veteran's Exemption Reimbursement 

































The Registrar of Voters will be available at the place of the Annual Town Meeting on 
August 7, 2019 from 5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. at the Lubec Consolidated School 
Cafetorium for the purpose of correcting the Voter List. 
Signed at Lubec, Maine, the 10th day of July, 2019. 
w//t/l~) 
Carol Dennison, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen 
Dan Wagner, Vice-Chairman of the Board of Selectmen 
7fZLSelec~ 
Rachel Rubeor, Selectman 
I 
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TREASURER'S REPORT 
General Fund Balance 7-1-18 [ 1,440,423.31 i 
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2019 Taxes 
.... ,[ .......... ,-........ - ........ ,, ..... 1 ...... L, .. 
, 6,769.31 I !Other Receipts 
2018 Taxes ., ! ··2.647.s37.41T· 11nierest .. _ .............. ,., ............... :=· .. __ ;.=~~ .. -'''8.662.65 
2017 Taxes '·· ....... - .... - .. , · ·· ·-·224.21·6~741 "'!interesTon.Taxes i ·23~892::32 .. 
i - ' ' ·1 o4~86:64 i '!interest on "co-- ' " i' "' ' ' '' ' '6.oo 2016 Taxes 
· "422.68T : uen costs..... - , ........ ~:~~: .. = 9,734.63 
· ., ···· · ,., · -12:14-1 '' TL.:ubecwater '· .. ·- · ........... 5 ...000:00 
_)_ . - -----!---· 
1,22o:?~J .. )Miscellaneous - , 1,807.49 
------- 1-- ------------ - -·r 




, I North Lubec Sewer ' 888.64 
TAP ' ·· - ........ ...... 1 1.220.s9T''Tsool<l<eepin9.services- ,, ·s.000:00 .. 
.. .... , .............. - .......... ,.,.. ..- .... j, .......................... - ...... + .. -T .... , ......... _ ....................................... ,............ .., ........................ , .. 
Total TC:)!'~ .. ~~~~e~~~~ .......................... , . ... 2!.~~~.<>,Q.2 .. ~?~ I ... LJ=>Clr:.~E~e.s ... .... ..... .. ....... l_ ..... 21,639.44 
' '''''" .. , "" " L '' I " .. 1'=().C:Cl!~()~~~~~i~!Cl..r1~ .. ~IQ'31J=') i --~~ ... ~~§:09, 
!Shellfish Conservation 10,463.00 
Excise Taxes ·· · ............... - .. · ,. '. -rR:ecyc1in9sales.... .... · ~ ·· 2~8o2~83 .. . 
vehicle 229,237.80T .. TE1cier1y .. Fueibonation Funci · ··· 1 4.4 .. so:oo 
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.~e.~~~C1!i()f1.5ll.~9~.ri!.Ee~_s ...... ..... L , ...... . ...... ~~~:09.L .J"'Y~~e.(~_f()fl:!P ~e!!Jll~ _ , ,. ,, . , , , : . ... ~.§§z.gq 
Excise Tax - Trescott : 29,072.73 i \Homestead Exemption . 103,167.00 
.E.xcis.e'Tax~s11·0v;;n,-0t;i18 ·Refunci .. ,,, , .. . ............ 251. .. ssr .... ·i=rr-ee.GraWtll R'eimbursement ... ~1· .. --- .. 11.s5ci.92 ,. 
!~jaD~~~~~!<i~ ~ .. ~ii~~!~~~~ .... -1 .. -- . 2-~~~i~~.4fl ~.·]~JE~!]~ .. 1y .. g~[~t>j~t]~~ .. : .. :.. .. ... ;:·:: .... :~~.()98~95 
· !Sidewalk Improvement 5,064.89 
'{ehi~~e.,B~~is_trC:lti911~, 
Hunti!l,[~FJ~~ill~L ., 




' '. J~i~~~[)~~ff.r~~FReseNe ~Q.~~4.oo 
I Harbor Pier Account 13,250.00 
.. !T.i()~.()§] Jouod~Y.l'l[ .. f=<.~~e.~~ .. . .. i' ' 347.oo 
.i ............. 82,487.10 I [Public Works Equip Capital 3,013.03 
.... L... .. 6:343.~~:T 'lsi1owRemovaiR:e50r10·· · .. 1 ....... 3.22s ... oo .. 
1 .......... :· .. · .. ~e_2_~:QQ:.=]~ci:L11t'_[=ducation ... 133=~09.19 
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- - -------- ·-r -----·-·-··----- --·-- ·· · -r-· ··----- i ·-- ·-- ·- --- ··-----.. -----.. -----·--·-----·- "--- ·--- ------------- ---· -~-- r -- --·--·- ---- .. ---- --·--
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Cemeteries , ............... 1 ...... ___ .,. ~'''iiOOT .. ,.,,.!,,.... ......... .. ....... ,,,, ··· .... . .... ;:_:: .. -.. , ..... . 
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J=>..1.~rll~iri~L~I()\'1111 .. :_;:. I~$().O..ar ·· 
Cash Short 1 1.63 1 ,. ..... ,,1 ........ ,, .... -
1,057.17 i iTotal Receipts Shellfish Reserve ----.. l-
!~!C:l~[)~pa~'!l~ .. rl!_C:l! .. ~~~~!p_~s_ _ ___ ; 
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P
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Recapitulation of Assessment 
County Tax 
Municipal ,l\pp~opriation 
SAD No. 19 
Ove~l13y 
Allowable Deductions 




Net Assessment for Commitment 
Commitment 
Assessed Valuation x .0238500 
~upple.111ent13I Ass.e.ssments 
- Real Estate 
- Pe.r~onal P~(Jperty 
Total Charged to the Collector 
- - - - - -





Collected FY 17-18 
























Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A I B I C I D I E I F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
1 Department _______ ?Q1l}_:?Q1_~ ____ J ___ tl_~<:!L~~~<J!!<L1~ _J ____ ~_'!!!'_L!!!.~--- __ , ____ _Qiff~!_fJ_!!~! ..... __ __9_1JJ1JJgf!. __ .. 
2 Administration i i i 1 i 
3 ADMINTSTRATORJCLERKS-ALARY--r$--·····--- 58,35cfocn·$---· 58,4-85:6o-r$·-·· ---··-6a,1-33.66T$-- ..... -- 1,7i33:oa·!- ..... ----·- ..... ··3o;~ 
4 T~~~~~U R_~~-=====~·====~=~=~-===11·=.=-=~::=:1~2IQ].QJ]::==··=:===-~~~?:?[18.!]:==:-::~?~~~~~-:9()J]~==-=:=_·:::J~}~={()Qj·~:·::::: ___ ~:=:~= ~fci/o 
5 DEPUTY CLERK ': $ 31,820.00 '1 $ 26,844.50 \ $ 32,774.00 \ $ 954.00 1 3% 
6 PART:fiME ADKiifr\i1cout\lfE:1fl5IE:-RKr·s··--·--·12~soo:ooT$·-------·a~?26:ssr$······---···1~500.o·aT-f ···-·-·--···· ·-·-··=·-:-- ··········-·· -·-ao/~ 
7 ASSESSOR'S AGENT $----·- ··20,006-.00T$-·----- ·-16~872~5·ar$---····-·-20.ooo.60- $ - 0% 
8 ELEcT10N woRKERs !$----·-··---2.soo~ooT$···------·-1·.99e:40Tf·------2.soo:ao·1 $ - , 0% 
11 MEDICARE EXPENSE i $ 2,652.00 : $ 2, 188.31 • $ 2,652.00 i $ - : 0% 
----·~·--~---·-·------------------·~--·-·--··-··-----·--'"-· -..------~~--------···-·---·--------·-·--·-·---·-··--·------~--·--·-----·--·-·-·-~··------i-- ·-· ··---···-·--------··-·---~--···----------......,~---··---- ·-·---~----·-------·-· ----·-------·-·-----~---····--·- ·-----~-·-···-·--·-·-------·------· 
12 WORKERS COMPENSATION i $ 1,200.00 I $ 1,091.03 I $ 1,200.00 I $ - I 0% 
15 IPP l $ 784.00 ! $ 808.59 : $ 784.00 i $ - I 0% 
16 MSRS·E-MPLOYE·R· C6NtRT8ufiol\f--l$-··-·----··a.·500~06-r$·-··--··-10~13s.f~frs·········-· a:so6~oor$ ___ ·······------·----=-- +---·······-- --·-- ·a·OJi; 
iH~!~I;;~:~~~~=--~n~~~~!f 1~a-=~--~,!tiHl=~-::Iiiill- ~=~~OQI~-~-=1~ 
~a1~1 f t;::;FE_~'-~~=-=-==t1~-;~~imi1r~~;ijillrt1~=-~-f ~1~~1tr=:-~~~=~t-i~-~~=1~ 
24 TOWN REPORTS $ 2,000.00 ! $ 1,868.60 I $ 2,000.00 I $ - i 0% 
25 DOCUMENT PRESERVATION ·-r-- --·-:fooo~o-·i$. ---·········-~-3·:000. oo·;-$·-·-······· ·-3,o66.(f6T$··-·---·········-·-··-·:::·--·r··- ·---···· -······ -0% 
~··· .. ··--·-~--------·-····--~~------·---~·---··-------·--- ------~-------~~---·-·--·----.J...-.---~------·--------·--·--···-------··---···-------··-----------------··--··----------J----·--~--·-··-- ----·~--------~---··-----
26 LIEN TITLE RESEARCH I $ 500.00 i $ 120.00 i $ 500.00 i $ - I 0% 
--------~------·------·---·---·--·-···------------ ----.l-------·--·-·---~----····-----·-----j----·-------·---~--·--···-·~·-·-·-·-~--------r-·--····-·--·--·-·· ----·--------·~~ -·----·-··--· ____ .J._ __ ·--·--····----~--------·-·----- •-------····--·-------f----·- ··-···--·-----·---------------------~-- -
27 STAFF TRAINING i $ 1,500.00 i $ 780.00 i $ 1,500.00 i $ - i 0% 
---····---·----···-·-·- -·------··------··-·--·-·+-······ ·-·- -·--··-···------·-·--- -············---······-···-···--·-··--···-···-···--·········· ··-···-·-- ···-··-··---·····-·······-···-········-···-···-········-·········-·· •··-···-········ . ··-···-···-·······---···· 
28 STAFF TRAVEL 1• $ 2,500.00 i $ 3,168.18 ! $ 2,500.00 1, $ - 11 0% 
29 ri\5CrV1APs··-------····· -- ·---·-·--·----ls--·····------:r;soo~ooT$-·--·······--·---f3ao:oo 1····$··-··-·--···· -···1;soo:acn$··--·---· ·---·-·=··--1-··········--·-···-···--·-0°;~ 
~a,~M~!!~~~~;-~--~~1~~~~=~itit~=~=-=~]:~111r~~~~!1~uur-_--=-~~~~=--r~ ~=~im 
;! gg~i~~T~~1 ~!N~ri~~f~Ai1ff-·--··t-}-·-·····-····--~:~%~~~§+l--·-···-····~"~f~~~-~l· ·i----·-·----i~%g~·:§%-j-l----·----···-·--~--j·············--· -·-----~~ 
-----·-··----···--·--··------··----·-----··-··-··--·----·········-·--··-····-··-·---·····-L---· ·-·-·-·······-··-·········-·····-----·· ··········-··-··-····-····---···-········------··-····-················ --·········· ··-- -····-·-·--·····-·-···-·-·-···--···-······--· 
35 COMPUTER SUPPLIES I $ 500.00 ! $ 519.99 I $ 3,100.00 \ $ 2,600.00 i 520% 
36 c·gJ0£'.9fE:tf~lcE:lJ]1t-Ji3=:~=-=:===~-=-=[l===~=·::=JIQ.Q_lr~o]]=-~~~=:::==-:n.~I§JJI[I:::=~:: __ ·I~.Q.6~~[g:II:::===·::·:.~~QQQ~Q~:C_:=.----······~:==?7~ 
37 BANK FEES i $ 25.00 I $ 27.00 I $ 30.00 ! $ 5.00 i 20% 
--------··---···-----~-~---·-~---~-~-~--- ·- ----~----·1·------------···-··-------·-·-···-----t-·--------~·-------·---·--------···-·--·-·--------~----~--'"·-----·-··--- -----·-----···-· --------------1-- ··-~----·--·--~---- ·-------~.--~-·-·--1·--·--·------·--------------·---------·---.·--
38 TAX BILLS : $ 900.00 11 $ 866.74 \ $ 900.00 I $ - 11 0% 
!~ ~~t'~M~~:'6~~=-:=:====·==:;·===::=======:=:--===tr===~===-~~~~=r= -·=:=~:~=::=:_-=::~·--==1~r~~===~-==··-==::~:~:-=~-=~==iE~~r·===== 
June 2019 1 
Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A I B I C I D I E I F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
1 Department ______ ?_QJ_~:~Q1~ ____ L __ a_~_f!i~!:JJ!l_20!_~---··r------!\I!Jpy_1JL __________ Q!~f!.!:!!_'!£~-------- -----~!!'!:'19-~------
41 . .. . ... . . . '1 $ 320,573.00 i $ . .. .. 305,478.80 i $ . 340,459.00 i $ .. . . 19,886.00 i .. . 6% 
47 SOCIAL SECURITY _ _ '1 $ _ _ 651.00 \ $ _ 651.00 '1 $ _ 651.00 i $ _ _ __ - . _ _ _ _ __ 0% 
48 ME5i~AB~-------====--===-=====:=~==~J=I::=:=_:=:==--T$?:Q.ffi=====::===~-T5l]~+I==~===-=--1-s~~g]]-$·-:=:=::=:::--==-=:::==~=:=1::_--:-:.:=_-:·:==::_::9°;~ 
49 WORKERS COMPENSATION _ I $ _ _ _ 350.00 ! $ _ _ _ 403.09 1 $ _ __ _ 350.00 i $ __ _ _ - i ____ _ _ 0% 
50 TRAlNTf\iG------------- - -------------- -[$ ____ ----------5o6]5(f rr-- ----- --- -3s:1oT$-- ----- --- 500: 66 T$ ------ - --- -~------i---- ---- -- --- -oo/~ 
;~ =f~l\VK===-==-====--=if-===~tJ~~n==-=-11r~1~rE-===11~~~:~~+E_ =-=-=-=-~r =-== -=-}~ 
53 _ .. _ .. _ _ .. I_ .. ! _ .. .. . .... i _ _ __ .... . .. I_ .. _ . _ _ _ i 
54 ~!owr!T~-~u-rin~~!~li~-~-=====-= ~-=I=:====:==--=:=:=:·:=-=-1===-:=::====:-:::::==::I====:-:=::·_-=_=:=-:=:r====-=--::-=====-·-::===~::=====:::_=--=~-_-:::_ 
55 RISK INSURANCE ! $ 21,500.00 i $ 19,991.50 I $ 21,500.00 ! $ - : 0% 
---···-·-·-·-·-·---·----~-----·------~----------------~-------.-~-l.---------~-~-----~----~---------------·--1,,------~--------------------~"'"·--··--·~---~--J-.----------·--··----------·-·--·-------·--··----·-·--·---·----·--------··-····-------- -----+··--·-·---- ---·-·-------·-·----·-----~·-·-··--· 
56 MMA DUES i $ 2,600.00 I $ 2,486.00 I $ 2,600.00 i $ - i 0% 
~~ ~8~~~~Ys~R~~i~~~-===--~=-=-=-:~IJ~===~-====!=J1~:~~j~l :==-==:::~]f~~~f ll-:===-~-:->i~I~%II:::-::~--===--:=---~~~-I::-_-:-:_:~:=:::=]~~ 
59 WASHING. COUNTY SOIL & WATER I $ 630.00 I $ 500.00 I $ 500.00 I $ (130.00)! -21% 
-·--·-··-·-·····-~-·----·-·----~------·------·---~·--~·--.--------r--···--··-·--~----··-------------------+---.-.-··-·-------.---·-~---·----~----------··------~-1-----··--·--·-----,-----··---·-·---·---·- --->--·-------.. ·--·---·--------··---------~------·-··~. -------·-----------·--·--·---.. ----------··----
60 i $ 26,050.00 I, $ 24,379.57 I $ 25,920.00 !, $ (130.00) 1
1 
0% 
66 FICA ~----======-===~~?.OO-I~:==-:=-=--=:=_:-::?~~:-c)_~J:I_:=·==-~==-=?I[:[g]1=---- ---~- -- =-------·- .. -··---- - -------6% 
67 MEDICARE $ 58.00 ! $ 57.96 i $ 58.00 I $ -
5Effi~ffi ~~~=~!ff~~~~~~~i 
71 SAVE OUR STRAYS ___ f_____ ---------566.oo ff ____ ---------- 566~oo_f_$ ___________ 5o6.o6--]$ _________ ··-----:------------------·ao;; 
72 TRAVEL ----- ----------- -----:----- -------- ------T$-- -----~-- 360.66T$ ___________ 300.ooT ---#l51v7or· 
i~ Public safety ]-~:==~=-~=~~--~5~I!>Q]~=~==:=-=:~-=:~~~rn~~~~:11:-_=:=::·_._-. ~-~-~~I-O:~~I: ==~---:- __ 1[9~-06=\:~-=--:-· ----~---- ---s-% 
~~ ~~;~;~;~f ~~=~=- ~~~~~~~!~!!~-~~ ~:~~:::t:=L~g!!~~~=~-~-(12o~:o~F~-/~~: 
79 ! $ 100,451.00 1 $ 100,450.92 I $ 90,451.oo i $ 10,000.00 i -10% 
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Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A B I C I D E F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
..:!J Department -· ·---~<!.1§_:?<!_!J _______ _,__ __ Cl_:s__Qf__~~()!2<!1J!___ ~---·· --~!!1 Q~'!( ________ J... __ j:!Jf!_~t'_~_f!_~~ .. ---~ ... . ... ~!I;J_flJJ_~---···· 
) I ' \ , 
:~ ~~nera1 ~·'•fl>.nce --···- •=····· ==·r~-===••s.~600::~:··=~ == ~~1 ~{-~~~= ~0~~ 0~:~-_:::-::.=:=~:=r ==• =-=~~~ 
83 =-=-==~:~::··:::=.:::==-=-===:::~:::·=:===:II.~.:=.-::-.::::·_:I()QQ:_[([[:.:::::::·:=::~-~j·~-U~ :::.-::-:::~:I().<>_Q_._Q()jI::::_·::·::-:::~::::J::::::::::=·:·-··-a0To 
84 Fire Department I I I ; 1 
80 
87 SOCIAL SECURITY I $ 1,364.00 I $ 1,457.04 ! $ 1,364.00 i $ - 1 0% 
88 r.A_[QfcARE:==:=:=_::.·::::::.::.===·.:·-:rr=:::_:::·====~QQ. oo]]::_:::::·::.:::·===~~o.~:fl::.:::=_-:::.:::~9:Cf§Q.L~==:=:::::::::::_:·~::::J:::::::::::-_::··:::_:9.f~ 
89 WORKERS COMPENSATION ! $ 3,000.00 I$ 3,286.56 i $ 3,000.00 i $ - 1 0% 
90 _L_J~ E~PI9YM EN:I·I~-~=::::::::::::J.~=::-.:.::::::=-4t]QJ]=::::-:=:::=:=: ..... f8_§_]]:=====:= .. -~?~:92Ii=:::·:.:·_::::::-~:::::·=:::::::·::::.::. :·9-0!?· 
91 MATERIALS & SUPPLIES i $ 2,000.00 I $ 1,435.78 I $ 2,000.00 i $ - i 0% 
----·····-·-·-·-···-······-·-··-·········· ······- --··········---t··--···-·-··-···---·····-····--·l ········-···-······--··-····-·····-··--;----·················-·--········-···-,-·········-··--·-·-··-···~·-············r·-········· ·-·· ··········-··-···-··············-
92 EQUIPMENT ! $ 14,000.00 I$ 3,155.40 I$ 10,000.00 I$ (4,000.00)1 -29% 
95 REPAIRS ! $ 2,500.00 i $ - I $ 2,500.00 1 $ - ! 0% 
96 Q:Q~~~~ff[6I~_q::f0~I~fEN_-5~l5.~:.J:I:·_::::====~~q-@]§J.:~::::::: :·_::::~z5~0:91f_:::::::::?.:Q:9o:§§Ii:: .. ::::::::: ... :~:::;:···::::.·::::··: .. ::9~~ 
97 STATION WORK ! $ 700.00 i $ 452.28 I $ 700.00 ; $ - ! 0% 
98 .,fi~ATr~jTr\JG-& TRAVEL __________ ·----··r$---····-·-·-·····-·2ao~oo-r$··-··-··-··········-4aa~oa·rf·······-- -~~-200·.aa-·1-$ ···········-····· -···-·-=··· ·-r·~-- ··· -···- ······5o;~ 
m ~k~~~L~~~~ ~~~--=~~=§_~~-~~;,!~j~11==~~3~~}:[[=-~~~~~~!~[~--~_li~~~-~==~~i~-=;~ 
104 Hydrant Rental I i I i 1 
105 c()~1J{,l\cf~X:~§~VI9I~-·-:=:::=~:::~::~~I~--:=::·-~=~~~9]~Q()]] __ :·=-:~=~~:-~~:-~"Q"Q~_g]]··_=::·.:= :~~:Q:~g;ggJ]-~.:~=·:::Ii~999~99=I::=-~:=-=-~·:·_:= __ j_?_~ 
106 i $ 84,ooo.oo I $ 86,300.00 i $ 9s,ooo.oo : $ 11,000.00 i 13% 
·---·--·-~--~---·-----·~--·--·-···---··------~---.. -···-·· .. ·-----·~·------t-~ ·----·-------·------- ---·----·---·-----·-··----- r-·-··---------------·-·-- ·----------- -~---- ----~~--------:- .. ·--·-·- . -- -------~-----·- -----~-----~-~-------.. ------------------·-----~------ ---------.-.-------~-- -·--~--------~------·-----------·--· 
107 ' , . I i 
108 Code Enforcement Officer · ·-'.··-·-···-----· ·· ---~---···-··--- - ···· ···········-··;··-···· ·--~--··········r·- ···· ················---~·······-·· ·-·1·-·-··············-· 
m =~f ;~SE;~~=~-~~=+r===f i~ltt~/~~f~~u2-~~~f iH~==--<-~=t~-i~~-~I 
113 WORKERS COMPENSATION . . .. • $ . . .. 300.00 i $ .. 374'.52 I$ . 300.00 i $ . .. - i . . . 0% 
116 LEGAL EXPENSE I $ 5,000.00 I $ 438.41 I $ 5,000.00 i $ - i 0% 
117 QfE!Q~_sff~_LJ~§:=:=:=--=~~::::.:-.:_:::.·_-··;:::==-==-: ... :::===-~:.:JJ> -:=·:·.=::====::-~!~:i[J::·::::-==::=:=::=::=]J __ ·::=:=:--=-=::·==-=~:.:·.J:==::·: ~Ql\fl9C····· -
118 i $ 16,262.00 ! $ 1,111.13 I$ 16,412.00: $ 150.00 i 1% 
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Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A I B I C I D I E I F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
1 Department 2018-2019 I . as of 613012019. i Amount . 1 . Difference i . Change 119 ,---····-· ····----------· ---- ·--------r- --------------- ----------·---------r-----------·-----------· -- ----·---1 -··-------------------·---- ·-· ---1--- ----------·--- --- ·---·--------
124 MEDICARE EXPENSE I $ 15.00 I $ 14.52 ! $ 15.00 i $ - 1 0% 
127 TRAVEL i $ 100.00 I $ - I $ 100.00 I $ - i 0% -------------·-·--· -----------··-------·--- -·. ----·---·-------,- ---··-------··- ------·-------------r-·---·---·------ ---···-·---------------··-----·--···--------- -·--- --··--- -------·-----+-------·-·----------··--····· ---·---------------1---·----- -·----······-------·---···--··· ---------
128 SUPPLIES I $ - 1 $ - i I #VALUE! ! #VALUE! 
ii~ !~iri~~itri~~=-===-=-~~~~:-=-=~=-~~~~:~~1;=--=-===~~::·~~1-:=-=---=-:~~~+;-====-=- =-~=r=-===-===~~ 
j~~ j}Jvil~~~~~- ~=~tr~--l~f ~,~~~~~=~~tf i\1-~=-~~jf lfit~-=~~~~-~Ff =~~=-~=-=1~ 
136 TRAVEL/TRAINING 
137 
138 Harbor/Commerical Pier : : 1 : $ - 1 
-:~-----. --~----.~---··-·.,----··-··-··-·------·-·-------·-·-------·-t-·-:-----·-··-·---··-·-·-··---·----·· "'.._ ------~--""--·-"-·-·--·---------------~-- "-·~-----------~-·--1---~--- -----~-----·-··--·----------~---· ......... ·-----------~-------·-·-·-------~-- ----~ 
- ! --·=·--;----·-#-01v1or·----
--.. -----~-----~-·--·-~----------··~·--~----·-----------·~·---.--- -------
- • 0% --··----------·=--------· ·-·---· ----~---·- -··-----------·a-3· 
----·----- ·-- ··-- ·----- ------·--· ____ ,___,., __________ ---·-----~---- ·--~···- --·- -··----
- 0% 
144 UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES I $ 46.00 i $ 8.86 I $ 46.00 i $ --------- -·-=-T·------------------6% 
145 ~~~~f!3lg1D'..=:=-===::·:·====::::::1_~_:--_:::-=--=- 1~~§9_~Q.q]..I:-_::::·:=:= __ :_I~fQ.sJ5§:IJ:_::=::=:·::--:T~~oo~g'Q:j=r:::-:=: :=:·: .. :::=~-::j::.:=-:·=---: .. =:=:=_.Q°t~ 
146 WATER I $ 300.00 I $ 236.00 : $ 300.00 i $ - ! 0% 
149 SEWER FEE i $ - I $ - I $ - i $ - i #DIV/O! 
150 -~0~~!1~_s-·:=:::::==-==::::=_=:=::::::·1$--_-:_:::::.::=_::_~§~Q9] .. f.=:_=::::::·=:~~§~~§]]=:_=:::_=:=::=-z~[Q"'9J=f:::::::=:--_=:~::::1:=:--·:.::_-::::.=:·::9°z~ 
151 EQUIPMENT i $ - I $ - I $ - I $ - ! #DIV/O! 
----~--~----~-·--··--·---~-·~---~---·--·-----··---------·---4--------------~-------------~--~----~--t--·-------·-··-··--~------------------+-·----------·-----·---------··--~----- ·-----·-+-·--·--·~·--·----···------·--··-----·-·----------'-·--·-----,---·--~---~-"-"""~--··---···----·---··~' 
152 ADS I $ - i $ - I $ - i $ - : #DIV/O! 
155 ==~·=--=~-=~=-~=:: .. =::-=:=:=:.=~==-:=-==:=:-:I:r:=·-::::~:I~~~~~:QQ.TI .. _.=::=:=::_I~.?~:i!:~IT~ : ___ ::=::I~~~ss~~[I~----=:::-::=:::=: _ -= =:·: :_::::.· .: ==·--··-···· ---- 0°1~ 
156 .. . ... i . . . ........... : . . . . .. . ! .. . .. . .. : . . . . . i  7 -·-·-- ----···--------- -·-··-------- --------·---·--------- ------ ---·-r·--· .............. ----------- . --- . -·---- ....... ·-----,----·---· ... --·------------- -------------- r·- .. --·--··-·---· ---------·----··--· ... ,..... -. ------ ... .. . .............. ------·-T .. -------·----- -· ------- --
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A I B I C I D I E I F 






____ ?Q 1 B~?QH! _____ j. _!!~_of ~!_3_(J!?Q1.!!_ ... i .. ...... ~f!l.~!1...'!~....... ···i···· . . Q~f!.'!.t'!.1'1.£..~.. . .~___CfJ..CJ:.'19.~--
1 I I i 
164 UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES. .. . \ $ . . .. .. 80.00 l $ 8.86 : . $ .. 80.00 '1 $ . . . . .. - i .. . .. . .. . . .... 0% 
1 ~~ f ii~=:= ===-~=-: ===ft=·-------~ !:;:~n=~=-=~-~ -;~:~:n=-- -=~i~'.~f 1-=1 =- -~_;s~;~~r-;~l~~c~: 
172 MAINT WORKER II I $ 31, 138.00 I $ 32,083.45 I $ 32,074.00 ! $ 936.00 i 3% 
-·- --·-·--··----~------~--------·----· ----------~·-·--·----.----~----~----·-------------------------+----~----~···-· --·~·--·-----··--··-··--------·--·-~----- -··---------·---··· ····--------------~t---· -----~------·-·-------·-~----------·--~-.----------------------------··-----~--
173 MAINT WORKERS I l $ 15,000.00 I $ 18,565.00 i $ - i $ (15,000.00)i -100% 
---.. ----·--·-----~--------------------------.. -----··------~1---------------~-- --------------·--·~·r~-··-----··-----~----· .. -·~---·~~----~--· . ,-·--·-------·-----~---------~-----~ .. ··-~----·----·-·---~--·--··----.----·~---~i-------~·---··---· --.. --,.··--------·--·--····-· 
174 OVERTIME WAGES i $ 16,500.00 I $ 20,728.18 I $ 16,500.00 i $ - I 0% 
115 §_9_~1,i:)fsE-~!:J.~fv-=:=:.:::.:======r1=::::==.:.r;.$§]3>9II::::·::: .. :::::~§~I~III:=:::·::: I:96s~qqII::·.:.:::··:=::==:·::··:I=:=:==·::=.::Q~ 
176 MEDICARE EXPENSE I $ 1,863.00 ! $ 1,882.03 i $ 1,863.00 i $ - i 0% 
177 yvoi=f1S~l3~:cC?.~i:[NSA 1Tq~=-=-= .. :::Lt .. :.:::·::·1r:~QQ~QQ:\]::=:: .. :·:=::1§~~Q2.$IIl:.=::=· .:If~QQ.~QO.I[::::::=-=:.·==-:::.::=:c: ==::.:···:::::g:~: 
178 UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES I$ 181.00 ! $ 18.13 I$ 181.00 I$ - ! 0% 
ii~ if:~~:~~~~~-~~~~Jf~=~~lPo~n~~-~~~~ilil =~!~i§nr~~=~~r-~-~~ m 
182 OXYGEN & ACETYL i $ 300.00 I $ 684.87 i $ 300.00 i $ - i 0% 
185 COLD MIX i $ 3,000.00 I $ 2,406.75 i $ 3,000.00 i $ - i 
188 EQUIPMENT RENTAL . . I $ . . . 500.00 ! $ .. . .. - i $ . .. 500.00 ! $ . . . - : .. . . .. . . . 0% 
189 ~.13.~y[c··::=.:::::===:·:==.= .. :=:::::·.:1i:.:·_:::=:.::·~!~Q(j~ooI~···.·:=:::.::IJi~99]I::::::=:·::·~.;§.99~9o_JJ::.·::.::=::_-:=:~.:::=~:::·::.:•=.::··=·:.::=9=oZ~ 
190 ROAD IMPROVEMENTS ii $ 3,000.00 \ $ 3,000.00 'r $ 3,000.00 i, $ - '1 0% 
193 GAS/DEISEL l $ 15,000.00 l $ 16,782.43 I $ 15,000.00 i $ - I ..... .. ··-0% 
i ~~ E1I~i~tt~1~A~~~~==--H~-= ~==t:~iJitr=-=~:i}~~lf = ~r f ~~~111=-==l:f !n~r=-= =.~~]m 
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Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A I B I C I D I E I F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
1 Department 2018-2019 . i as of 613012019 I Amount .... 1 Difference i Change 197 2006 FoRo sTERLING :--$ ------6:000:00·1-·r-- -------3;s1a·:90 1 $---·-----·---6~000:00 T$------·------·-----·- -= --· -------- -- ----oo/~ 
198 --2064INTER-NATIONA[ ___ . ______ ------i$ ________ 7,666~ooi $---- --- ··--22:a63:62-T$ ---------1~060.00:$-------------=----:-· ------------6-% 
~~~ =~gig~~~~~i~t~~~~~-::::=.-:=:: FF=: ___ ::==}"9_()9~99:+r:_:-::_=::·•·--~.~!I~I1-~=·=---. --_--:-~~g~gJ~Ff ::=:-:: ··-3-~:~-~%:~~Y::::::_::_~~1~1a=c~:~~-~ 
201 --ExcAvA:foR _________________ --------r-$______ -·· --3~ooa:ooT$-·--·----- ---549.72 l s--------3.ooo.ooi-s·---------------~---r-- ---- --- - ·a% 
202 ::J~_~§=~~~P:~F3:§~p0:~:=:::==--:::-:::1$:::·-_-_-::::::?~~9.Q]QJ]-• ===-:--:::~~4I9Jri:r::-_::_:::_}~~-99.:9§J:1=------· ::::::::::~=::_;:_ :::_:::::-=:=:::9!~ 203 SWEEPING i $ 4,500.00 i $ 4,500.00 l $ 4,500.00 i. $ - . 0% 
206 TRAVEL I $ 750.00 I $ 719.90 ! $ 750.00 i $ - 0% 
209 TRAFFIC/STREET SIGNS i $ 700.00 I $ 549.81 i $ 700.00 I $ - i 0% 
21 o f~A~t=r-==:=:=-:=::::::::::::_-:::=_-_-_-1$-_ _-_--:--_-=_=~~b~Qg_-f[-:=:=:::=:-_._-:_-_-_iJ]:Q9::1=:f::::-:::_-_ _-:~~9~9_9-:[:I_--_:::_:_- _ _-  _--_- -:-~_-_-_-:;_- -·--·---- --··- -- 0°~ 
211 TELEPHONE i $ 600.00 ! $ 524.51 I $ 600.00 ! $ - ; 
212 -~-~~fB.C¢-ifS1::::::::::=:::=:::-:=:_:::: _ ---I!::::::=::::-:1~~99~9:[1]=:: __ _--:_-_-:--?~9~D_.±~:f[::=::_:: _I._~gg._99II_::-_:: __ ::-:::::_:_:_-:_::: :::_-_--_- _____ _- _ o~ 
213 FUEL OIL !, $ 5,000.00 I $ 5,544.48 I, $ 5,000.00 i $ - , 0% 
m ~~~~:~~;e~~:~;~E-:~=~~ f !~~-~=s~~~.~~ll ~= =7~~-H~f~-_;:l~}~!~~)l-_~=Js;szs~~=-~~-~=T~ 
219WAGEs Is 1,700.001s 1,102.oo:s 1,700.oois - , 0% 
228 ===:-======-~=:====-====-===:-=::=:=::-_-_:·:-_::=::::::.--=-=:::=::_::::4:_=:::=::·:==•-•===-=---_---:: ;====::_:_--_-: =-: :_-_-_--_x:::~~-====--===--_-_--:::::~:== --· __ --·--· _ -----·--· _ ·--
229 Cemeteries . . . . . . . . \ . . .. ·.. . . . ; . • . .. . .... .. . . . i 
~~i i1ii~~~~~~--;~~: 1t~=-=~~:~!~I~!-- ~ ~=:~l=-:i~~~Hi-: =1~:iig]~r~:~1~~~9:: 234 --- -- -----··-··-·--·-------------- ---·-··---- -----------· -·. ---,·---·-··----·····----·-·-------- ---·- -··-··---·--i·---·-·------ --·- ---·--- ----·---··-- --·----,-- . --·-·--- -----·-- --·· ·----·------·---,----·--·----·- -·--- ----·-- ---------------- --, ····- --~- - . - -··---- -· 
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Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A B I C I D E F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
2315 Department , ··---~P1~:~_<!1~----+ as of 613012019 .~ ··---~!!1".l1!!( _____ 1 Dif!~f'_~!!~~-- -~ . . .~l'!i!.!!.9(]_ i I i i : 
236 ~ifffiM_~-~~K~~~~T16_ff_=:::===··=::·==:'.:::·:=·:·:=··=:: ... :··==]···:·····-==-=--·=·==:::.::=·-···-= ; __ .......• =::::· :· . ==:.::·_-:-.T_:··-=:· __ :::= .. : .•. -•. :: •... :.;·_·. . -_-:· .. :···==:::: . 237 SUMMER RECREATION I $ 12,000.00 i $ 12,000.00 ' $ 12,000.00 i $ - . 0% 
238 .......... ···--······---········ ····-·--=-·:::.==:::· .. :1=:=-===:==·:·:·:=::=· .. :·=::1.: .•. ·. ====== ·····=::=:=-= :: :;==·= ==· ··=··==- :=1:::=··=·-=·: ·::=::··········-:.· ·--···-········· 
239 . . . . .... ..... I $ . . 12,000.00. I $ . . . ... 12,000~00 i $ . . 12,000.00. i $ 
240 =:·=::==:=.::====:=:=::-..:==-=::=--=-1=:::.=:=:::=::==: .. ::=:=::]::=-=·:::=:.··=.: .. ::·::.·:=; .. : .. :.:::::.·.:::·::.::.::.·:·:;·:::::::.:::·:::·:·=:·:=:.=T::::.::::: .... ________ , 241 Paving :, i '1 , ;:; :~~=G-~ ~~=--=~:-_ =~-]I•~- -~~~~iiJHE-_ •• ~~~~:~HHE=-_j~%~.~IEJ1'.~~~~E--==••••1~~~ 
244 i ! ! : : 
-·- -·"·---·--·-.. -·-----------~-------~·······-~~--~ . ·-·- -·-··------~---~-- ---··----+·--~--~-- ·---------~------------··-·--·---~----··--·-·····--·~-------- --.--·-·----~·"---·- --·--··--------- ··-·· .--,----·------········----·····-·---·----···---··-····----····· -· ----·-.-.---·--· -----·-------··-···-·--·"·-··-- --··--·---------···---·--···--·- ··-···-- -- - -----
0% 
245 I ! 246 ····-·······-······-····-··--·-····-··-········-········· ··-··-·-·· I . ·--····-········-···-·········-·-··r······-·-···· . •··························· ... 1· ····-········· . 
247 ·street.Ci911ts--·-··-················--····--1- ······················--···············r ···--············---.·-··········-:- .·--················-···············;·· 
248 ELEcTR1c·i:ry--··-··-· ··-·-··-------···r$-····· ··-·28·,aa0.00[$······ ·-·--24.088~64·:··$--· -2-0.oOo:Oo T$·- (8,000.00)1 -29% 
252 Third Party Payors .. . . , . . . .. .. , . . . 1 . . ... . +····· ····-···· 
253 ~~--E~-R:!:r-.J.§:R~~:·=:~=~-===-==::::._:.__:=·=::J$ :::_: ____ :~9Q~9::c1_ ....... ·.:::::···=:·~[Q.Q[I[·==:=:=·-=~.ClQ~_o9:1J::::·::....... .. . .... -: .. ! .....................................  254 EM-AGING I $ 500.00 ! $ 500.00 ! $ 750.00 i $ 250.00 I 50% 
255 E~Aif8:~.9QJfY_·A~I1A~.[-=::::::=:=:r.1=:..=::::·=::_?§[9.2:II::=::·:··:::·=-~§.QI~:(:l_-::::.·:···::_~[Q~Qg_J:[:_· ::=:::.:::?.~9~9:q:c· :_::.·:_··=::T99:~~: 
256 WIC 1 $ 500.00 I $ 500.00 i $ 500.00 I $ - . 0% 
-·---~--------·······---·------···-----·-·-------------···----··-------·----·····----1--~-----·-····--··-·--·--···- ---·-~-------·······-1··------·-·-.,---·-----.-- ·---·----···-------··---·-··----·-:----··---·---·--·-·-~----·-·---··-------·-·---·- --- ·--:·--··--··· - ----·--~-----·~-·--··------------:--·--·-----------·-----·---·-·· ---·--~--
257 FOOD PANTRY . . ! $ .. .. ... . - . ! $ . . .. - I $ . . .. . . 500.00 I $ . 500.00 i .. #DIV/O! 
258 L1FEFL1GRTFciUN0Atl6~~~·~····-·l~==---=~5~~~1=-;;~:~sQ~~f:i=~~~:!-~;\t= ·~~:~~~~·· ··=-·· = ~{Q_Oo/, 





··-·--··--···--· -----#DIV/O! i·s- ... ------··----~ #DIV/O! 
··-----------·------- ---·-----------··-- ---··--- ----: --------· - -- -·-· -- ------·· - ---------·-··-···-f---,----------·------ "" --- . ---- --------- --·-----····--1--------- ·---··---·- ---······-----------··-- -·----- -- -~·-···--------·---------
. $ 3,500.00 i $ 3,500.00 ': $ 
····-····-········- -·----·---- ---·-'·-···- ··--·-------- --·--··- --------------·-·--······----··-·f-- --· -------·-----· - ·-·-··-~------· ·--···1-··---------
~.~50.00 $ 266 ~.-~59:99 .. : ..... 96% 
267 
1268L________ _____ .... ··-·-···········-·······-··········-·······-·········--··············· 
269 4TH OF JULY ·····--············-·····J ············-··-··········-···········--····!··········-···-·· ............• ···············-· _
1 
·············-········· ····-- .... , .... ·-····-··············-·. 270 4TH OF JULY i $ 4,000.00 ! $ 4,000.00 i $ 4,000.00 i $ 0% 271 ·-·-··---·-·· · ----···· ····-·-··· --·--rs·-·····--·4;·000:00···1 $···- ··· ···4~000:00-r $ ··········· ·4;000~00 n~ ···· ············ 0% 
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Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
A I B I C I D I E I F 
Approp. Total Spent Anticipated 
1 Department 2018-2019 . 1 as of 613012019 i . Amount . 1 Difference 1 Change 
2 72 --· ;··············--·-· ····· ·······-·--·················--· .... . .... ..L .. --.:=. =:: =- :·::::==:·.·~=···:·: ·:·===-=··:=:·:.·=·-·::.:::::::.· :· .:=: .. :.::.. :·:i· .. ··· ·····:::= :.::· :· ...... :· ::·= :•.:: ··=··=---.. :=:=······ 
273 Christmas Parade i $ 500.00 i $ 500.00 • $500.00 i $ - 100% 
214 rl- · ·---·-··soo:oo·T·i·-·· ········--soo:oo·r $ ···-···· ···soo~oo·;·:r·· ············-~---:-·-·· · -·····-0°h 
215 LTllr:ar:y·~·············--·· ··· --------- ··--······ T:·.:==-=::=·=::::.... :.=:c .... •:: ·=-===:.: :: :=:.:.:::J:::::::.:.-:.-.·:=:.-:_·_::.-:.-::J: :----=-====-· : ....... 1=·=-=:.-:::·:==:::.:· .. . 
276 TOWN APPROPRIATION $ 4,000.00 1 $ 4,000.00 i $ 4,000.00 I $ - I 0% 
m ~MOR~i-~~y=~~s===--= -f _~~-~-:_4,~~o~~~ ==-~.o~~o~l~:_~:__:~:4~o~.o~t$~-~=:_:-:_ r--=-~ -:_~~ 
280 VETERANS GRAVE MAINTENANCE i $1 ,000.00 i $ 566.04 ! $1 ,000.00 i $ - , 0% 
281 ~EfY1·Q~!.:-.!:J5~~I.l:.~G§·=:::===·.::::::J::::·:.· :=:=:$J}I9.Q:.9-0:T[ .. :::=:=:=J:9SI9~9.9=:r=:=:::::.:::JJ~9:@~o9:.I:·:=:=::::===:·:~9]9J:: ====.:···:::.-=.Qr~ 
282 I $2,000.00 I $ 1,566.04 1 $ 2,000.00 i $ - : 0% 
------·-··--·~---~·----··----~-····-·-~-·~-------·-~·--··--·----------;--- --------.. --·-·----------------~-~--~---·----t------- ···--··--·--·---------------·~··"--·-----·-··~--·----- ___________ _,_. __________ ·--··--··--·~--- r·· .. ·- ··-·--·---~- .,.~. ---- ----- ---· ·-·~·-··--·-i~-----·--·---·--·"'-·-- --·-· 283 I : : . i 284 Recyc1Tn·9sup.port····-·· ·· ·· ·-T-·-····-····-·-········,·········--··· ··-···-·-···;··-····--···········- ········· ·;-···················-- -· ··-·: ···- ············-·············-··· 
285 011=rEc1"0R-····-----···--·--··········-------- '.1-$·-·-······ ···-T9~3a3-:-oo-r··$····-·-··········11j331.oa-r·r----·-· 19:s90~015;·$·········-·· ---···so?.aa··\-······ 3% 
-gy_~~TI~~·=:·===·=-·:=============~=r·...-·==·==-·:=.===-·:·::===II·:·==-·----==···-:==-===·::.-1.r=.: . -:·-====:::.-.-.. _ == ~==·=::::·.===::.-..-::.-.=r:.-::::·:!tgl'!~~1=::.·.-:.: 
287 SOCIAL SECURITY i $ 1,004.00 i $ 1,077.63 I $ 1,004.00 i $ - ' 0% 
288 .MEDICAREEXP.ENSE·--······---··r$·-·-··--·--·23s~ooT$-·---······-·-··2~Ei:o3T$··········--····235.o6i$. ······-·····-·····-~--····-···-·········----··c0To 
289 ~9-~KER~-~=Q.~!=l\J.~~ft2.~==-::=:=:JJ:::=:::·.:··:::I~~~E9:Q~~J:=::::.I:::-:I~~~~~r[.!:_-:::·:::.:=·r.§@j~g]·l_:=:::::=:·. :· .:: ~:::~---_·::~·::=::··=---JioZ~ 
290 UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES .. i $. . 108.00 i $ . . 11.36 i $ ...... 108.00 ! $. ... . ... - . ... . ........ 0% 291 HEALTH.INSU-RANCE--···-····-- -··r$·-·····--13:coo-:oo·rs--···-···13,13i.06.T$·-··-·······13·,aocfo6T$ . ·--·- ····-·: ·1 ··--···· .. ··-···. ···c0To 
;~; w:;;N~~~--= ==-=-=~ -~E~ ~-~l~I~tK= =~~k~~nE-~~--]~]~~11- ~=_=--~~ F ~ ~~ -~~ 
294 BUILDING MAINTENANCE ! $ 1,000.00 1
1 
$ 459.71 \ $ 1,000.00 \ $ - i 0% 
~:: ~~~~~~~K~~:E-~=-==Jt•• ==1~:!~~~U·-=-==1.~~~HE ~ ~~~~HE~== ~1s£otl--_ 2~~ 
297 CONTINGENCY i $ 1,000.00 I $ - '. $ 1 ,000.00 I $ - 0% 
--------···~-··-----·-------·-·--·---- ·--·------·------~--------·--- --- -· ---.-·-·---·---------------- -·------·----------·~···1-~----··-- ---- -----·· ---- ·- ··- -------~-----~--·-··--··-------·--··-·-·-·· ·-·--·-------·--- ·-·--···---·--.------~----·- ·--~--··-------·-·-·---- ·--··---·---,------·-- ---·-·----------· --~------
298 TRASH 0% 
299 TELEPHONE 0% 
300 
301 ELECTRICITY 0% 
302 TRAVEL #DIV/O! 
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Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 




as of 613012019 _______ A _____ m ___ ount Difference __ 9-11.!J:.!!.fl'!.___ __ 
$ 
$ $ #DIV/O! 
~MARION TRANSFER ,_1_ _ ----~~ 1_QQO.OQjJ ___________ ~8,8Z~:9_Q_J __ $ ____ {Q,QQQ_:QQ __ $ (15,000.00) -18% ! i ' 1 i $ 85,000.00 i $ 69,215.50 i $ 70,000.00 • $ (15,000.00) -18% 




314 MAINTENANCE & MOWING 
··-···--·-·-··--···--+·-·-·-·· 
315ISUPPLIES 





~J.'3i:QB.I Ll~§~~ITY______ _ _____ L_ J________ __J~~9Q:g_o .. L~- _ .. -----~' 37~:ggJ_$ _ . ________ 1,f;QQ:_Qgfj~~~ . -~-=-~-~-----~-=~:--~-=~- ~--~- ~=-=~~Q.~~~ 
3181 : $ 2,675.00 i $ 2,274.37 i $ 2,975.00 i $ 300.00 ' 11 % 
------ ----~---------- ------------·----~·-·-··--·-·---··-----~-~~---- -----··r·---·-------- ··-·--·--·-·-·~-··-----·-·------------------+~---·----·--.. -- -"------,.-·--·- --------··- --·--------------···---------.----------- - . -------.. -·-------·-··· -·--1--~----·-- -------------·--- -- --------·----.. ·--····-· ·-----·-------- - ---------··-----·-- ·--
319 ! 
0% 32ol_!:_~~l:?i=.!!:_!:_ll!IQ~1~§ _______ ··---·-·--- .L1___ _ --~99:9o JL _ _ ____ ?~Q.:.Q.9.l 300.00 
r ! ~ 
321 i $ 300.00 ! $ 290.00 i $ 300.00 ! $ 
----·--·~--------·-··-----~·--·-.o-- ·-----· ••--•-•••~--~-·----.. -· •-•••-·---··---~··-r------··•-••---•""""" ---·-·~-·---•••-•"'•-·--·-----;-·-~ -~-----·-- --· ·-·--·- ---·--·---·~·-·--·-·-·-•••--··-·t·-·~·~-•••-•- • •• ~"""""""""'--·--•• ••""'""'""""_" ___ , __ "--T"""'" ••" .. ·----··---~- "'"" 
322 Municipal Office Bldg i \ : 
1 
323 HOUSE-KEEPl~fG- -·- -------- . ··----=Ir_= ~--~=~==-=~.~~~~QQ]=r==·===-====::±.t_fiJ§.TI::=: ·=-==1~~[.cJ:oJ:t:===:=== ·-J11:~m1==-=-··-·- . ·----~~ 
324 SOCIAL SECURITY I $ 332.00 I $ 295.98 i $ 332.00 i $ - I 0% 
325 MEDICAFfE-EXPEl'-.i'SE-- -- - --·-···-: $-- . ----·fa.66T$ ___ .... ······---6~3:19-l $-·-·· --· -78~00-rs--·--·· -·---··-·-·=---·- ...... ----··--cfo/o 
0% 
~~~ !!4~t~::~~L=E§=~~~-=-f i==~- -fi§~~li!-~~ --1:~~t1r; i -~l~f g~jf _ ~~ =f ~-'. = -~ -~tt 
331 TRASH--~ -~----- ----- ----··----- ··rl·-· - ....... ·---50·0~6(ff$ ---· -·-· - 413.06 T$ ·-·· - . -·555~00T$·-- -- ---···- .. =···-r-- . -- -- -·a% 
334 FUEL OIL i $ 7,000.00 i $ 4,152.04 i $ 5,000.00 i $ (2,000.00)! -29% 
335 ~~1I§..t:~=~~~[:::=:-:::=:=:=-----·•:::=]J=:-==·==:=::~,29!I29J•I===-=-•--•.:·?~a:§§.J?:I1_-: ..... :::.-:_:.••··:·:~==J.f _______ J~~Q:Q9~99it_ .. -=•--==--·~ro=9-0Zo_ 
336 LEASE INTEREST EXPENSE I $ - i $ 46.33 i $ - • #DIV/O! 
337WATE_R__________ ----·-········-·-·-·-·rs·-- -···1~200~00·:·$· ·----·-{296~soTs·-·-· -1:6oa:·aois --··-·-400.o(fl ··· ----- ·········-33% 
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as of 613012019 
D 
Anticipated 
Amount :d-d Department 
·----··-·-···-··\·· ····-·-················· 





344 ····-··········-·········· .:1_ 
345 
34~WWTP Upgrade Fund 
347IWWTP Upgrade Fund :1 $ 25,000.00 1 $ --··· -·--·---·--··-·---·-- ---·~·-··-·------·--·---------------·-·---·--~-~--·------\·~---- ·- --·-- ·--· ·--~----------------------T-··-···--------- ___ .. ____________ " ______ ---···--
E 
348 I i $ 25,000.00 i $ -
---··----------·----···-··---·-·----~--------~----------···-·----------·--·-· --- -T----~--------------------,.-------····-------;-- ----------~-------- -···-···--·············'············--- ...... ·-·······---··········· ······l ·-··················-···-"··-···········--·-·~-•·············· 
349 










356 - - #DIV/O! 
357 ____ ----·--·-···--····- _ _ _ __ ····-- ---~_<>.?~~:<.><.>.______ .. .......... ---~---------CL?~?:_QQ1L --·-····- ___ ----.::~% 
358 i ; 
~_i;9~e!l1.!f1t_~-~~~~~·-·· ~:_Ji_~-=~~=-j-.009.o~:-,---~-:=-----_:- .. ••--- .:~_:·:_--...... ~ .. 1 ___ -:::~-_!?!_<.>QQ=o:Q·[=··: __ ·::~--- -_:-_::_-_'.::··---
360 Town Garage Demolition 
1
1 $ 14,000.00 i 
--··----~- ---·--·-·-----~ -- -··-~-·-.. .,·------·------~--·-- --~-- -- --· - ---------·:------ --- ---------~ ------- -- -. ------ ----- -·--------- r-··----- - -----. ------ - --- •··•·········· ·············-- .................... ---+---
361 Dangerous Buildings Reserve ! $ 5,000.00 l 

















Town of Lubec Proposed Budget 2019-2020 
B I C I D E F 
Approp. : Total Spent Anticipated 
! 201s-2019 -t---~~C!L~3_<J/~Q!f!_ ___ 
1
f ___ ~!!!<>E!!~---~---I __ J2fff_~t.~!1t=.~-- _ _l ____ ~f!_C1_'!9~--
-_ _____ _ ______ r~=-=•=--·------2I~9::1~z===i=I=-------=-·::,22~~~I:===-r~·=:=-::_,~~~~~~~~:oo-Jf-==:-=:]~]~_3_:Q.~5I __ .---------------~---o% 
371 Less Undesignated _ _ ! __ ($63,100)! __ __ _ _ L __ __ _ ___ $0 • _ _ _ : 
3 72 ---------------- ---- - ------- ------ ---;-==:-==-- --==::-=: :: __ := __ :L __ ::==: :::=:::_ - =::=J ·-===---=:-=:=-==-=:·1·:==·-:=:::::=:_:: :::::--[: :::::=- __ __ __ _ _ __  
373 Education Total __ I $ ____ 1,822,314.00 I $ ___ 1,822,314.00 ! $ 1,750,222.00 : $ ____ (72,092.00): __ ___ _ __ -4% 31 4 ------- -- ------- ---- ----·--- ---- -- ---- --- - ---- -------- ---- --------- ------r--------- ------ ----- --- --------------- --- --- -___ T ____ ------ --------- ------- -----------------~-$---------- ----- --- ---- --- -~- --- ---·---- ----- --- ------ - ----- -- -- ------- -
m ~:~::~::~--==:=~~~ ~-~ ~!~::f l'.!:f ~= =~:!:::~~::-r !- ~~~~~::!::w ~==j:~l~-:::F= =_ ~=:: 
379 waste-waterl"recitmenffifanf --- ·rl -----·-144~32s-.oo_r_$_ - -- - -fs4~64o.6o __ . $ 18s,os1.oo ·-$- ---- - ---4oJ2s.ooT-- - --- -----28% 
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Budgeted 
_Qf!_e_~fJ!!If!_l}L___________ __ . __ . _____ . _?<!_1_8-:~019 
Total Spent 
as of 613012019 
Anticipated 
2019-2020 Diff +/- -_<>,foJ:t:{~! __ _ 
Waste Water Treatment Plant 
PLAt·ifoPERA"foR--------------------r··----------·35·.29s.00· · !f ····--·-·· ···34)s1~59-- -~,- ···· ··--36,3ss:ocf-$·--···1~oaroa-···-·············3% 
-PART~TIME-PLAt;:JfOPERATOR··----····-···-$·-·-········--11~63c5:6o $------- ... · 12~125:51- ··:f 1 {934:00· _$____364.oo ·---·-·-·-·3o;~ 
Part~TTMEPLANT-OPERATORTI-- ---- ·1-=~-=-~==·:_-__ :==~~9-~9~22~ ·:_[-··=-~=-==-~_c~QLQ~ ·_r~-~ -===~,Q§g:0:: =I~====~~QQ()_:]Q= ---·· --56% 
OT WAGES 709.04 $ -
-··-- --.----···-~-----------~-~---· ----~---·--~-·---··--~--··--··· 
BOOKKEEPING 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $ 0% 
-----~=~=-~-.~Io~§o- --$ ~- ______ j~()_7§~§~~ i ____ ?:§io~g2.- _i:: __ ---~-~---1- ______ Q% 
615.00 719.67 615.00 $ ------·----·- ----
SOCIAL SECURITY 
··----····-·-·· ·-·-····-···-··---·-··-·-···--·- ··-····-··-·+ 
MEDICARE EXPENSE 0% 
......... ·······-I·· ----·--· ···-- --
2,500. 00 $ 3,525.31 $ 2,500.00 $ 
··-···~-----··------··----- -·- ·--------·-··--·-·-···--·-----·----·-~--· - ·-···-··----------··-- --··-·-··---·--·--·--·--·-··-- ---------·-· -
0% WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
. - ·····-·- --1- .. ·-··-········-·---·-·· 
UMEMPLOYMENT TAXES 0% ~LQ.9_ 13.86 _$ ___ -----~:Q.9_ 1_ _ ____ , _ _ ____ _ 
HEALTH INSURANCE 24,500.00 $ 24,850.27 $ 24,500.00 $ 0% 
. ~--····· ·------------'"--------------··- ··-- ·---- -------~-----~---·----~------ ·---··--·· -····-····--·----·-------··---·-·-·- ---"-·•- -·-·-·--
IPP 216. 00 $ 
·-··-········· -- •... ·----······---! ----·--·-··- ·--- ·-- ---·- --------i---··------------------
0% 
POSTAGE 1, 200. 00 $ 0% --·- --------·-··--------··-- ----- --···--·---·-- ----
OFFICE SUPPLIES 300. 00 $ 0% 
900. 00 -~ ·- ·---·------- ·•·····-····------··--····-· SUPPLIES/MATERIALS ··----~·-·----·· --·-·---·-·--~---------·--·--- 0% 
AUDIT 1,500.00 $ 0% 








···-············-··········· -· ... --------- ----·----- ··-----~~----~---·· -------------·--~--·--·--·-·--
$ 2,000.00 1 8.92 $ 2,000.00 $ - 0% 
'*~~%E~~:~~~:J~~~~-=:~=-=::~=]J=~==-:==~-~=1-~~[%~-: =L=::===:=J~~-~~:~: J===::~~~:~-1~~~~~~ ~r~:-·:==~0~;Q~:-=-:==--~-~~~~ 
ENGINEERING SERVICES $ 1,000.00 $ - $ 1,000.00 $ - 0% 
-$-- --------1~soo:oo--$---------- 1,004.91 __ $___ 3,060.0_0_. -$------1~500~00- ----50o;~ ---~----·---~------~--···-LAB SERVICES .......... ----- ·-2~606~00 _$____ --·-- ·2~1-3-2..65- -$·····-· .. 2:000:00· $---------~- - .. - ----6% ··--·-············-····-···--·······-·····-· 
SP OPERATOR 
OUTSIDE SERVICES -·····---3~6ocfo()-· $------- ·1.521~9T_$ _____ 3~ooo:oo--$·--- -----~---- ------0% 
··--------360~60_________ ····--·------ -------------300~00- ·$·-----··--··=----------·-6% -·-·-·········------·- ---·--··--··----
LIEN RESEARCH 
--~-----· ----·-·-·----------
TRASH PICKUP 350.00 $ -
.. ., --·--· -··-·-· ---·-.,------~~ --~-·· ··-·····-·----·--·------
LAB SUPPLIES $ 3,000.00 $ 3,074.07 $ 4,000.00 $ 1,000.00 
-DEPLICENSE-FEES·---··· $--- ···------·-2,200.00··$ --·--·1;943.8s-··:r --·-·2:2oo~ocf ·~---------=--
EIECTRfc-···-·--·····-···---- --- - ---------- ·$-- -- - --T2;000.ocr _$__________ -:rs:o2624 _l_____ r2;oocfoo $------- --=--·-- - 0% 
CHEMlCAi:s--·----· -·- -------- _____ $ ______ ----11:000.06- $······-----16,943.:4T-$ --- .. 2·5~666~00··-$--T4~ooo.oo _____ ---56% 
SLUDGEDISPOSAI-- $--·-- . ·--·3;·606:06--$-------3:600:06- $--- ·3;600:<'.)6 ·$·- ·-----_--·------Cf% 
wATE_R__________ -- $ --1,-eroo.00-:r- -- - ·-1,-o&>:cio· ··$ ·· 1;5oo:ocr · $.... - ----~--- ---- - -- 0°1~ 
rELE.F>1:mi\fE.______________ -· ---· -$ ······ ······ --- --·r200:00-$ -1~~n 3.12·· _$ _____ ·· 1:2oo:cm- :r··- - ·· ·-~------ - --··- 0°1~ 
FUEL OIL ·$- --- --------3,ooo:oo· $--- ------ --·4·,454~99- $-- -- -- . 3·,000:06- _$ _____ ··-:.· ... 0°/;; 
EQUTPMENTRESERVE·----------- - $ -·-ro:ooo:aa· $-- 10:000~6(f--$·----·10:006~00 ·$·-----·- - .. -0% 
GAS15iE-sEr· ---- ......... - - -- -- - ·- ---·-- .. ··•· ---·-·· ------··-· $- ··--- .... ··· 259.oo 
Total $ 163,686.00 $ 167,757.65 I $ 185,051.00 I$ 21,365.00 12% 
June 2019 
Recycling Committee Report 
Recycle Report 
It is no secret that the recycling business in this country has taken a hit 
this year. Through no fault of our own as I am proud to say that Lubec 
has been diligent and conscientious in their efforts to recycle and keep 
our immediate environment free and clear of pollutants. I will venture to 
place the blame on international posturing and a tit for tat game that 
leaves communities "holding the Bag". It is time for them to grow up. 
We continue in Lubec and Washington County to collect whatever money 
we can to offset the larger cost of disposing at Marion Transfer Station. 
Having said that I would like to say now that there is legislation in 
Augusta that will hopefully give us a direction in which to follow. 
In the meantime we continue to live a thoughtful life and continue to 
make this beautiful town a better place to live. 
Lubec Recycling Program 
Mixed Paper 
Acceptable Items 
• Letters, Folders, 
Flyers 
• Magazines 
• Brown Craft 
Paper 
• Manila Folders 
and Envelopes 
• Cereal Boxes and 
Milk Cartons 
• Colored Paper 
• Calendars and 
Brochures 
• Junk Mail With 
Windows 
(unopened) 
• Egg Cartons 
• Shoe Boxes 
• NCRPaper 
• Card and 
Postcards, etc. 




• Colored Paper 
Office Paper 
Acceptable Items 
• White Paper 
• Photocopy Paper 
• Notebook Paper 
• Booklets 
• Bulletins and 







Staples don 't need to 
be removed 
Also Accepted Items 
Glass Bottles/Jars 









Open Friday & Saturday 
8 a.m.-4 p.m. and 
UNPAID 2018 REAL ESTATE TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name Year Amount Due 
ADVANTA IRA SERVICES LLC 2018 181.38 
ALBANI, JOSEPH 2018 298.33 
ALBANI, JOSEPH R 2018 257.81 
ALDRICH, SUSAN M 2018 913.52 
ALEXANDER, RICHARD F. 2018 846.22 
ARMFIELD, SAMUEL 2018 493.93 
ASHBY BRACY E 2018 362.19 
ASKLOF, JANE M Estate of 2018 233.55 
BAILEY, SUE ANNE 2018 1,634.31 
BARRETT JACOB T 2018 434.54 
BARRETT, JACOB T 2018 862.22 
BARRETT, SUSANNE 2018 1,114.10 
BATSTONE SUZANNE F 2018 543.07 
BAUER, CATHERINE E 2018 1,505.31 
BENESKI, BRIAN 2018 506.85 
BIEHL, SONI 2018 944.34 
BOSTON, KEVIN 2018 959.43 
BOUTIN, ADAM 2018 864.42 
BOWLER, DOUGLAS 2018 314.38 
BRADSHAW, CHARLES R 2018 80.18 
BRINKMAN, CHRISTINE 2018 2,557.20 
BROWN, KATIE LYNN 2018 197.54 
BUEHNER, JAMES H 2018 655.58 
BUMP, JAMES ESTATE OF 2018 1,075.66 
BURGESS, LUCY JANE 2018 1,799.09 
BURPEE, FRANK H Ill 2018 1,046.05 
BURRIS, LAURY D 2018 1,421.29 
BUTLER, ROBERT G. 2018 289.18 
CANIZZARO, ANTHONY JR 2018 2,294.20 
CANNONE, ANTHONY P 2018 1,104.43 
CASSELLA, VICTORIA 2018 176.48 
CLARKE, WESTCOTT G 2018 994.05 
CLINE, JANET THERESA TRUSTEE 2018 503.72 
CLINE, JANET THERESA TRUSTEE 2018 665.38 
CMJ REALTY 2018 2,042.82 
COGGINS, JEFFERY 2018 1,671.77 
COHILL, ELLEN M 2018 1,051.98 
COHILL, ELLEN M 2018 241.07 
COHILL'S INN, LLC 2018 1,833.27 
COLLEGEMAN, MARY P TRUSTEE 2018 1,009.72 
COOK, JOSEPH A TRUSTEE 2018 12.31 
COPPES MICHAEL 2018 1,002.12 
DANAC MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC 2018 681.31 
DANE, NATHANIEL B 2018 72.08 
DAVIDSON SELENA FITZSIMMONS 2018 427.06 
DAVIDSON, LAURIS W 2018 1,047.68 
DAVIS, BRUCE E 2018 30.10 
DAYE, KENNETH A 2018 211.11 
DAYE, KENNETH A 2018 353.63 
DELNICKI, GEORGIA BROWNE 2018 2,101.62 
DENBOW THERESA J, 2018 964.52 
DICKERSON, MARK A 2018 703.00 
DINSMORE, CAROLLEE E 2018 1,518.41 
DNB HOLDINGS, LLC 2018 1,033.30 
DOHERTY, MARY L. 2018 2,610.62 
DRAKE, ROBERT L 2018 300.43 
DURANT, TALIESIN 2018 384.55 
EDGECOMB POINT REAL TY TRUST 2018 3,884.07 
ERQUHART, MYRTLE M 2018 59.01 
EVANCHUCK ROBERTA J 2018 1,030.69 
EVANS, KEITH A 2018 233.59 
FITZSIMMONS, SHARLEY 2018 218.85 
FITZSIMMONS, NANCY 2018 360.40 
FITZSIMMONS, NANCY 2018 902.76 
FITZSIMMONS, NANCY L 2018 516.40 
FITZSIMMONS, NEAL 2018 2,380.49 
FLEET, CONSTANCE 2018 99.91 
FLEMING, TOBIN & CHRISTOPHER 2018 720.95 
FLEMING, TOBIN H 2018 397.79 
FLOWERS, CARMEN 2018 1,382.76 
FOGG, LINDA 2018 291.30 
FOLEY, WILLIAM HEIRS 2018 15.40 
FRANCIS, SUZETTE 2018 342.37 
FRIEDMAN, HADLEY J 2018 713.85 
FRIEDMAN, HADLEY J. 2018 753.97 
GAFFEY, EUGENE F 2018 1,268.20 
GENDRON, HELEN 2018 1,581.91 
GENSEL, JOHN A 2018 614.56 
GIGGIE, GREGORY A 2018 652.10 
GOETTING, THOMAS J 2018 230.21 
GOETTING, THOMAS J 2018 531.42 
GOETTING, THOMAS J 2018 1,032.58 
GOLDMAN, CARY 2018 11.12 
GRANT, MARSHALL S & SCHAEFFER, JAMES J 2018 855.90 
GRANT, MARSHALL S & SCHAEFFER, JAMES J. 2018 695.37 
GRANT, MARSHALL S & SCHAEFFER, JAMES J. 2018 708.27 
GRANT, MARSHALL S & SCHAEFFER, JAMES J. 2018 525.90 
GRANT, MARSHALL S & SCHAEFFER, JAMES J. 2018 525.90 
GRANT, MARSHALL S & SCHAEFFER, JAMES J. 2018 525.90 
GREEN, CHARLOTTE ET AL 2018 670.38 
GREEN, CHARLOTTE ET AL 2018 1,490.32 
GREEN, SUNSHINE 2018 487.56 
GREENE, SCOTT S 2018 1,181.40 
GRIFFEN, KATHERINE 2018 509.08 
GUVSPUNY ISLE CAMARADERIE LTD 2018 311.53 
HALL, ROGER & MELISSA 2018 1,036.06 
HAMIL TON, WINTER 2018 390.34 
HANDZLIK, LARRY W, KELLY M 
HARROP, NORMA 
HAYWARD, DONALD I JR 
HAYWARD, DONALD I JR 
HEGAZY, JAMEELAH 
HEYER, PAUL JAMES & JUDITH KAY 
HICKEY, DEAN & KATHLEEN 
HILU, LISA 
HILU, LISA 
HODGKINS, NATHAN N 
HOLM, PAULA J 
HOOPER, ROBERT A L 
HOOPER, ROBERT A L 
HOWARD, WILLIAM W. Ill 
HUCKINS, LORI A 
HUCKINS, LORI A 
JACKSON JOSIAH 
JACKSON, KATHLEEN 
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER D 
JOLLOTTA,DALE 
JONES, JAMES 
JONES, LARRY P 
JONES, MCGINLEY 
KASUNIC, DEBRA 
KEEGAN, EUGENE E 





KNAUSENBERGER, ROLAND HAND BARTHOLF, ROBIN J 
KRAFT, LEAF 
KRESEL, GREGORY & MAGDALINA 
KUPSTAS, RAQUEL PACHECO 
LAKE, SHAUN R 
LAPIERRE, PHILIP 
LASKEY, PENNY 
LEGRIS, CHARLES G 
LEIGHTON, CAROLYN TRUSTEE 
LEIGHTON, DALE E 
LEON, PETER W & RUTH C 
LIGHT HOUSE PLAZA 
LOCKE, FRANKLIN R 
LOCKE, FRANKLIN R 
LOOK, GARY S 
LUBEC BREWING COMPANY, LLC 
LYONS II, GUY L 
LYONS, DOROTHY 
LYONS, GINA 
LYONS, GUY L 







































































































L VONS, KIMBERLY 2018 821. 71 
L VONS, NICOLE E 2018 1,095.93 
MAHANY, ETHEL B 2018 143.53 
MAKER, DANA 2018 407.56 
MARZOLL, SHELDON 2018 84.75 
MATARAZZO, NANCY L 2018 427.55 
MATTHEWS, BYRON R & WANDA L 2018 1,207.68 
MATTHEWS, CARSON LEE 2018 283.65 
MATTHEWS, EVAN L. 2018 330.41 
MA ITHEWS, WANDA L 2018 1,039.80 
MATTHEWS, WANDA L 2018 76.75 
MCANDREW, JOHN P 2018 1,519.09 
MCCASLIN, VIRGINIA 2018 1,161.76 
MCCONNELL CARL 2018 943.50 
MCCONNELL, CARL L 2018 1,621.00 
MCCONNELL, CARL L 2018 1,942.51 
MCCONNELL, CARL L 2018 1,770.38 
MCCONNELL, CARLOYN A HEIRS OF 2018 1,185.47 
MCCURDY, DAVID JR 2018 56.29 
MCCURDY, DAVID JR 2018 284.25 
MCLAUGHLIN, JOSEPH M 2018 1,058.36 
MCPHERSON, SAVANNAH 2018 1,913.05 
MEEHAN, PAULA J 2018 838.00 
MEEHAN, PAULA J 2018 1,989.37 
MICKLIN, JUSTIN M. 2018 790.62 
MILLS, JACKELYN 2018 310.37 
MILLS, SANDRA 2018 705.87 
MINZY, GEORGE 2018 461.82 
MITCHELL, MICHELLE 2018 1,433.66 
MOORE, FRANK E 2018 1,373.19 
MOORES, CECIL L 2018 1, 111. 70 
MURPHY, RONNIE 2018 255.02 
MURRAY, LEO G 2018 1,434.47 
NEWMAN AARON 2018 2,142.62 
NEWMAN, AARON 2018 219.52 
NEWMAN, AARON 2018 303.36 
NIELSEN, REINALD & NANCY LE 2018 1,238.35 
NOL TING, ANKE 2018 500.21 
NOL TING, ANKE 2018 233.06 
NOL TING, ANKE 2018 225.25 
NOL TING, ANKE 2018 2,612.72 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOODS, INC 2018 4,596.36 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOODS, INC 2018 662.44 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOODS, INC 2018 665.25 
NORTHROP, HAROLD R 2018 2,846.88 
NOWICKI, EUGENE W JR 2018 1,507.18 
OCONNOR, FRANCIS E 2018 711.44 
OEI STEVEN 2018 421.44 
O'GORMAN SANDRA 2018 202.62 
OLSON, JOHN E 2018 609.04 
OLSON, TREVOR C 2018 35.16 
OWEN, EDWARD JR, MARC & ANDREW 2018 848.14 
OWENS, KLIFFORD TIMOTHY 2018 1, 127.01 
PACHECO-KUPSTAS, RAQUEL 2018 572.89 
PASKO, JOSEPH 2018 1,342.91 
PASKO, JOSEPH 2018 292.69 
PAUL JAMES AND JUDITH KAY HEYER, LLC 2018 5,039.35 
PHINNEY JOHN A JR 2018 3,260.54 
PIVIROTTO, ARTHUR M, Ill 2018 997.66 
POWELL, DAVID 2018 305.58 
PRESTON, MARJORIE H 2018 404.74 
PRUSSKI, JEFFREY J 2018 472.82 
PRUSSKI, JEFFREY J 2018 357.71 
QUIRK, ROGER W 2018 852.09 
RAJECKAS, ANDREW 2018 1,573.75 
RANGER GROUP L.L.C 2018 3,846.76 
REED, DONNA L 2018 3,022.24 
REED, DONNA L 2018 648.50 
REYNOLDS, GAIL K 2018 748.81 
REYNOLDS, JOTHAM JR 2018 343.85 
RICE, CHARLOTTE ANN ESTATE OF 2018 343.96 
RIER, ADRIAN 2018 833.79 
RIVERS, MICHAEL D 2018 323.83 
ROBBINS, JAMES M JR 2018 803.87 
ROBINSON, JUDITH 2018 173.11 
ROCHE, EILEEN 2018 72.71 
ROGERS, CRAIG A 2018 3,028.44 
ROPER, ROBERT K 2018 679.16 
ROPER, ROBERT K 2018 258.47 
RUST, MARSHALL D & ALMEDA M 2018 2,466.11 
SALKO, KATHLEEN P 2018 1,899.09 
SALKO, KATHLEEN P 2018 123.83 
SAVAGE, CARLA 2018 512.58 
SAWTELLE, MICHAEL L 2018 2,013.54 
SCOVILLE, STEPHANIE 2018 2,188.51 
SEYMOUR, DIANNE - LIFE LEASE 2018 973.67 
SMALL, JOSEPH D. 2018 213.98 
SOUTH BAY PROPERTIES, LLC 2018 419.73 
SOUTH BAY PROPERTIES, LLC 2018 1,691.48 
SOUTH BAY PROPERTIES, LLC 2018 685.03 
STANLEY, GARY 2018 194.82 
STENCE, JONATHAN L 2018 3,573.15 
SULLIVAN, RONALD J 2018 765.10 
SWOPE, GALE E 2018 1,394.71 
SWOPE, GALE ELIZABETH 2018 1, 164.67 
SWOPE, GALE ELIZABETH 2018 3,240.77 
SWOPE, GALE ELIZABETH 2018 1,277.54 
TALOTTA, FRANK J & TIMKO, DORICE 2018 80.20 
TALOTTA, FRANK J AND TIMKO, DORICE 2018 251.11 
TARDIFF, ROBERT 2018 1,632.51 
TARDIFF, ROBERT 2018 2,133.94 
TARDIFF, ROBERT 2018 295.59 
TARDIFF, ROBERT E & O'GORMAN, SANDRA L 2018 7, 188.67 
TAYLOR, EVEREIT C TRUST 2018 150.99 
THE WALSTON FAMILY LTD PARTNER 2018 4,721.20 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSON BAY LLC. 2018 5,416.09 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 3,936.14 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 4,893.61 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 500.15 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 501.75 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 493.00 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 1, 131.80 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 850.20 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 2018 850.20 
THIBODEAU, JONNYE L & DONALD L 2018 362.98 
TINKER, SHAWN E 2018 666.79 
TINKER, SHELLY 2018 1,309.28 
TOWNSEND, FRANK A 2018 922.70 
TRACY, FRANK 2018 439.27 
TRAFFORD VICTOR T 2018 5,446.49 
TUCKER, LOIS HEIRS OF 2018 278.64 
TUCKER, LOIS HEIRS OF 2018 630.32 
TURNER, JOEL J 2018 109.41 
TYLER, JAMES E 2018 1,121.54 
TYLER, KIMBERLY, & LIBBY, VICKI 2018 249.46 
TYLER. KIMBERLY ET AL 2018 249.46 
VARNEY, ROBERT 2018 1,914.38 
WHEELOCK, SHANNA 2018 59.10 
WILCOX, SUZANNE MARIE 2018 421.11 
ZIEROLD, DIANE E 2018 12,646.50 
ZUSCHLAG, WALTER J 2018 670.78 
TOTAL DUE $296,950.17 
This does not include amounts less than $5.00 
UNPAID 2017 REAL ESTATE TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name Year Amount Due 
ALBANI, JOSEPH 2017 397.16 
ALDRICH, SUSAN M 2017 1,137.43 
ALEXANDER, RICHARD F. 2017 1,020.63 
ASHBY BRACY E 2017 483.37 
BOSTON, KEVIN 2017 1,163.01 
BRINKMAN, CHRISTINE 2017 2,967.66 
BURGESS, LUCY JANE 2017 1,100.90 
BURRIS, LAURY D 2017 1,688.36 
CASSELLA, VICTORIA 2017 258.49 
CMJ REAL TY CORPORATION 2017 2,857.31 
CMJ REAL TY CORPORATION 2017 1,922.05 
CMJ REAL TY CORPORATION 2017 2,492.67 
CMJ REAL TY CORPORATION 2017 478.10 
DAVIDSON SELENA FITZSIMMONS 2017 543.64 
DAVIDSON, LAURIS W 2017 48.53 
DAYE, KENNETH A 2017 324.79 
DAYE, KENNETH A 2017 473.42 
DNB HOLDINGS, LLC 2017 454.29 
EDGECOMB POINT REAL TY TRUST 2017 4,401.08 
EVANS, KEITH A 2017 316.59 
FITZSIMMONS, NANCY 2017 481.13 
FITZSIMMONS, NANCY 2017 1,084.95 
FITZSIMMONS, NANCY L 2017 671.99 
FLOWERS, CARMEN 2017 994.85 
FRANCIS, SUZETTE 2017 447.26 
GAFFEY, EUGENE F 2017 1,849.09 
GAUTHIER, ANN M 2017 1,718.10 
GREEN, CHARLOTTE ET AL 2017 820.53 
GREEN, CHARLOTTE ET AL 2017 86.89 
GREEN, SUNSHINE 2017 1,295.18 
GREENE, SCOTT S 2017 1,105.58 
HANDZLIK, LARRY W, KELLY M 2017 278.30 
HILU, LISA 2017 484.76 
HOOPER, ROBERT A L 2017 647.64 
HOOPER, ROBERT A L 2017 291.45 
HUCKINS, LORI A 2017 1,044.13 
HUCKINS, LORI A 2017 828.39 
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER D 2017 1,141.97 
KELLEY, TARA 2017 181.27 
LAKE, SHAUN R 2017 1,228.73 
LEGRIS, CHARLES G 2017 1,704.41 
LEIGHTON, CARL TON R 2017 416.32 
LEON, PETER W & RUTH C 2017 1,171.13 
LOCKE, FRANKLIN R 2017 52.14 
LOCKE, FRANKLIN R 2017 49.42 
LYONS, DOROTHY 2017 997.74 
LYONS, GINA 2017 1,280.78 
LYONS, GUY L 2017 127.71 
LYONS, KIMBERLY 2017 1,059.64 
MATTHEWS, CARSON LEE 2017 392.94 
MCANDREW, JOHN P 2017 1,499.44 
MCCASLIN, VIRGINIA 2017 257.81 
MCCONNELL CARL 2017 1,131.33 
MCCONNELL, CARL L 2017 2,281.49 
MCCONNELL, CARL L 2017 2,084.59 
MCCONNELL, CARLOYN A HEIRS OF 2017 1,406.68 
MCCURDY, DAVID JR 2017 135.06 
MCCURDY, DAVID JR 2017 394.48 
MCLAUGHLIN, JOSEPH M 2017 618.55 
MILLS, JACKELYN 2017 410.85 
MOORE, FRANK E 2017 1,620.30 
MOORES, CECIL L 2017 1,324.12 
NEWMAN AARON 2017 2,495.62 
NEWMAN, AARON 2017 298.54 
NEWMAN, AARON 2017 392.15 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOODS, INC 2017 5,313.91 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOODS, INC 2017 838.18 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOODS, INC 2017 841.24 
O'GORMAN SANDRA 2017 288.25 
OWENS, KLIFFORD TIMOTHY 2017 1,340.16 
PHINNEY JOHN A JR 2017 3,794.70 
REED, DONNA L 2017 3,508.45 
REED, DONNA L 2017 795.62 
ROGERS, CRAIG A 2017 3,530.78 
SAVAGE, CARLA 2017 408.21 
SAWTELLE, MICHAEL L 2017 2,373.23 
SMALL, DOUGLAS R & ELLEN A 2017 1,039.47 
STENCE, JONATHAN L 2017 2,829.63 
SULLIVAN, RONALD J 2017 949.18 
TARDIFF, ROBERT E & O'GORMAN, SANDRA L 2017 8,238.06 
THE WALSTON FAMILY LTD PARTNER 2017 1,597.41 
TINKER, SHAWN E 2017 791.98 
TOWNSEND, FRANK A 2017 71.78 
TYLER, KIMBERLY, & LIBBY, VICKI 2017 67.60 
TYLER. KIMBERLY ET AL 2017 85.85 
WILCOX, SUZANNE MARIE 2017 570.60 
TOTAL DUE $104,089.20 
*This does not include amounts less that $5.00 
UNPAID 2016 REAL ESTATE TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
TARDIFF, ROBERT E & O'GORMAN, SANDRA L 
HILU, LISA 
TOTAL DUE 








UNPAID 2009 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C Enterprises LLC 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
MURPHY, PETER T. 
MURRAY, LEO G. 


















UNPAID 2010 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C ENTERPRISES LLC 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
MURPHY, PETER T. 
MURRAY, LEO G. 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOOD, INC. 
SIMMONDS, KEVIN 


























UNPAID 2011 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C Enterprises LLC 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
MURRAY, LEO G. 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOOD, INC. 
SAWTELLE, TRACEY 
SIMMONDS, KEVIN 
THOMPSON, MARY SUE 
WILSON, BRUCE D 
TOTAL DUE 













*This does not include amounts less than $5.00 
UNPAID 2012 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
JODWAY, DANNY 
· L&C ENTERPRISES LLC 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
. MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
MURRAY, LEO G. 




THOMPSON, MARY SUE 
WILSON, BRUCE D 
TOTAL DUE 














*This does not include amounts less than $5.00 
UNPAID 2013 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C Enterprises LLC 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
MURRAY, LEO G. 





THOMPSON, MARY SUE 
































UNPAID 2014 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C ENTERPRISES LLC 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 






























UNPAID 2015 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
FIRST DATA MERCHANT SERVICES CORP 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C ENTERPRISES LLC 
LORD, DAVID P 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOOD, INC. 
OLSON, GEORGE 
PITNEY-BOWES GLOBAL FINANCIAL SVS 
SAWTELLE, TRACEY 
SIMMONDS, KEVIN 
WILSON, BRUCE D 
TOTAL DUE 






























UNPAID 2016 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
BELL, ANN 
FIRST DATA MERCHANT SERVICES CORP 
JODWAY, DANNY 
L&C ENTERPRISES LLC 
LORD, DAVID P 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 





WILSON, BRUCE D 
TOTAL DUE 
































UNPAID 2017 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name Year Amount Due 
ATLANTIC HOUSE 2017 23.30 
BELL, ANN 2017 144.75 
COHILLS INN, LLC 2017 25.34 
FARMER, BERNARD JR. 2017 24.35 
FIRST DATA MERCHANT SERVICES CORP 2017 23.61 
JODWAY, DANNY 2017 114.55 
JONES, MCGINLEY 2017 12.19 
L&C ENTERPRISES LLC 2017 1,040.84 
LORD, DAVID P 2017 91.25 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 2017 209.67 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 2017 44.27 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 2017 621.24 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOOD, INC. 2017 486.25 
SAWTELLE, TRACEY 2017 19.80 
SIMMONDS, KEVIN 2017 17.24 
WILSON, BRUCE D 2017 14.57 
TOTAL DUE $2,913.22 
*This does not include amounts less than $5.00 




BETSEY ROSS LODGING 
FARMER, BERNARD JR. 
JODWAY, DANNY 
JONES, MCGINLEY 
L&C Enterprises LLC 
LORD, DAVID P 
MAINE FREEZE LIMITED 
MATTHEWS, MERRILL 
MCCONNELL, CARL L. 
NORDIC DELIGHTS FOOD, INC. 
SAWTELLE, TRACEY 
SIMMONDS, KEVIN 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSONS BAY LLC 
TIME PAYMENT CORP 
TINKER, STEVEN 
WILSON, BRUCE D 
WRIGHT, RANDY 
TOTAL DUE 










































UNPAID SEWER AS OF 6-30-2019 
Name 
ALDRICH, SUSAN M 
ARCS, ROBERT 
BAILEY, SONJA J 
BARRETT JACOB T 
BARRETT, SUZANNE 
BEISEL, CRAIG 
BRIDGES DEBORA J 
BURGESS, LUCY JANE 
CARICOFE, SEAN W. 
COX, BARRY JR 
DAVIS, GEORGE H. IV AS TRUSTEE 
DEL VALLE, LUIS JR 
FISHERMEN'S WHARF RESTAURANT 






GOETTING, THOMAS J 
GREENE, SCOTT S 
HADA, EDWARD V 
HADDOCK, NANCY L 
HEGAZY, JAMEELAH 
HEYER, PAUL JAMES & JUDITH KAY 
HOOPER, ROBERT A L 
KELLEY, BESSIE 
KRESEL, GREGORY & MAGDALINA 
LAPIERRE, PHILIP 
LASSITER, JOSEPH 
LEON, PETER W & RUTH C 




MCCONNELL, CARL L 
MCPHERSON, SAVANNAH 
MOORE, FRANK E 
MURPHY, LYDIA 
NOL TING, ANKE 
OEI STEVEN 
OWEN, EDWARD JR, MARC & ANDREW 
PAUL JAMES AND JUDITH KAY HEYER, LLC 




















































ROGERS, CRAIG A 
SPEAR, WALTER J 
STANLEY, GARY 
STOCKFORD, DAVID N & MARGUERITE 
THE WHARF ON JOHNSON BAY LLC. 
TRAFFORD VICTOR T 
TRIPLE TEO TRUST 

































TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT AND 
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JUNE 30, 2018 
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.. 
To the Board of Selectmen 
Town of Lubec 
Lubec, Maine 
Independent Auditors' Report 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type 
activities and the aggregate remaining fund information of Town of Lubec, Maine, as of and for the year ended 
June 30, 2018, and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the Town's basic 
financial statements as listed in the table of contents. 
MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, 
implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to preparation and fair presentation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
AUDITOR'S RESPONSIBILITY 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit 
in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require 
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free from material misstatement. 
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the 
risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk 
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no 
such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 
opinions. 
OPINIONS 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective 
financial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities and the aggregate remaining fund 
information of the Town of Lubec, Maine, as of June 30, 2018, and the respective changes in financial position in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
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TOWN OF LUBEC 
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
JUNE 30, 2018 
This discussion and analysis of the Town of Lubec, Maine1s financial performance provides an 
overview of the Town's financial activities for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2018. Please read it 
in conjunction with the Town's financial statements. 
Brief Discussion of the Basic Financial Statements 
Using this Annual Report 
This annual report consists of a series of financial statements. The Statement of Net Position 
and the Statement of Activities provide information about the activities of the Town as a whole 
and present a longer-term view of the Town's finances. Fund financial statements follow. For 
governmental activities, these statements tell how these services were financed in the short 
term as well as what remains for future spending. Fund financial statements also report the 
Town's operations in more detail than the government-wide statements by providing 
information about the Town's significant funds. The remaining statements provide financial 
information about activities for which the Town acts solely as a trustee or agent for the benefit 
of those outside of the government. 
Reporting the Town as a Whole 
One of the most important questions asked about the Town's finances is, "Is the Town as a 
whole better off or worse off as a result of the year's activities?" The Statement of Net Position 
and the Statement of Activities report information about the Town as a whole and about its 
activities using the accrual basis of accounting which is similar to the accounting used by most 
private sector companies. All of the current period's revenues and expenses are taken into 
account regardless of when cash is received or paid. 
These two statements report the Town's net assets and changes in them. You can think of the 
Town's net assets - the difference between assets and liabilities - as one way to measure the 
Town's financial health, or financial position. Over time, increases or decreases in the Town's 
net assets are one indicator of whether its financial health is improving or deteriorating. You 
will need to consider other non-financial factors, however, such as changes in the Town's 
property tax base and the conditions of the Town's infrastructure, to assess the overall health 
of the Town. 
In the Statement of Net Position and the Statement of Activities, we divide the Town into two 
kinds of activities: 
• Governmental activities - Most of the Town's basic services are reported here, including 
police, fire, public works, and general administration. Property taxes, charges for 
services, and state and federal grants finance more of these activities. 
TOWN OF LUBEC 
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
JUNE 30, 2018 
Unrestricted net assets - the part of assets that can be used to finance day-to-day operations 
without constraints established by debt covenants, enabling legislation, or other legal 
requirements ended the year at $1,586,832. 
Assets 





Long-term debt outstanding 
Total liabilities 
Net Assets 
Invested in capital assets 
Other net assets 
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Land and buildings 
Machinery and equipment 
Vehicles 
Works of art & hist. treasures 
Infrastructure 
Total capital assets, net 











Town of Lubec, Maine 
Statement of Net Position 





Cash and cash equivalents 
Investments 
Accounts receivable 
Sewer liens recelvable 
lnterfund receivable 
Taxes receivable 
Tax liens receivable 
Tata/ current assets 
Nan-current assets: 
Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation 
Total non-current assets 
TOTAL ASSETS 
DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES: 
Defined benefit pension plan 
TOTAL DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES 




Due to"other governments 
Other accrued expenses 
Current portion of long-term debt 
Due to fiduciary fund 
lnterfund payable 
Total current liabilities 
Non-current liabilities: 
Non-current portion of long-term debt: 
Bonds payable 
Accrued compensated absences - long term 
Net pension liability 
Total non-current liabilities 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES: 
NET POSITION: 
Prepaid property taxes 
Defined benefit pension plan 
TOTAL DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 
Restricted 
Unrestricted 
TOTAL NET POSITION 
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES, AND NET POSITION 





























































































Town of Lubec, Maine 
Balance Sheet 
Governmental Funds 




Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,452,085.90 
Investments 82,544.49 
Accounts receivable 280.00 
lnterfund receivables 
Taxes receivable 348,342.31 
Tax liens receivable 104,813.79 
Total assets 1,988,066.49 
TOTAL ASSETS ANO DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES $ 1,988,066.49 
LIABILITIES: 
Accounts payable $ 30,426.94 
Due to other governments 6,227.98 
Due to agency fund -T-ball 1,220.99 
lnterfund payables 270,290.33 
Other accrued expenses 201.57 
Total liabilities 308,367.81 
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES: 
Unavailable revenue - prepaid property taxes 34,548.82 
Unavailable revenue - deferred prope!!)'. taxes 379,497.00 





Tota/fund balances 1,265,652.86 
TOTAL LIABILmES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES ANO 
FUND BALANCES $ 1,988,066.49 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net position (Stmt. l} ore different because: 
Depreciable and non-depreciable capital assets as reported in Stmt 1 
long-term liabilities, including bonds payable, as reported on Stmt. 1 
Net pension liability, as reported on Stmt. 1 
Deferred outflows related to pension plans 
Deferred inflows related to pension plans 
Deferred property taxes not reported on Stmt. 1 
NET POSmON OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
The accompanying notes are an Integral part of this statement. 
Other 
Major Fund Governmental 
Revolving loan Funds 
Fund Special Revenue 















































Town of Lubec, Maine 
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, 
and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds 
to the Statement of Activities 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2018 
Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds (Statement 4) 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of 
activities (Stmt. 2) are different due to the following items: 
Depreciation expense recorded on statement of activities, yet not 
required to be recorded as expenditures on governmental funds 
Purchase of new fixed assets recorded as an expenditure on statement of revenues, expenditures 
and changes in fund balance yet not required to be recorded on statement of activities 
Transfer of ownership back to Historical Society of old factory site 
Repayment of bond principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds, but the repayment 
reduces long-term liabilities in the Statement of Net Position. More specifically, this represents 
the net amount of principal reduction in debt service made during the fiscal year. 
Change in deferred revenues not recognized for purposes of the government-wide financial statements 
Governmental funds report pension contributions as expenditures. However, in the Statement of Activities 
the cost of pension benefits earned net of employee contributions is reported as pension expense 
Change in accrued compensated absences as reported on the Statement of Net Position (Stmt. 1) 
Changes in net position of governmental activities (see Stmt. 2) 














Town oflubec, Maine 
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position 
Proprietary Funds 
Operating revenues: 
Charges for services 
Lien collections 
Interest on user fees 
Total operating revenues 
Operating expenses: 
Personnel costs 




Total operating expenses 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2018 
Operating income (loss) 
Non-operating revenues (expenses}: 
Interest income 
Total non-operating revenues (expenses) 
Net income (loss) 
NET POSITION - BEGINNING 
NET POSITION - ENDING 

























Town of Lubec, Maine 
Statement of Fiduciary Net Position 
Fiduciary Funds 
June 30, 2018 
Agency Permanent Total 
Funds Funds Fiduciary Funds 
ASSETS 
Investments $ $ 115,440.56 $ 115,440.56 
Due from the General Fund 1,220.99 1,220.99 
TOTAL ASSETS $ 1,220.99 $ 115,440.56 $ 116,661.55 
LIABILITIES 
Due to T-ball fund $ 1,220.99 $ $ 1,220.99 
Total liabilities 1,220.99 1,220.99 
NET POSITION 
Restricted for: 
Cemeteries/ministerial school 34,605.23 34,605.23 
Island sanctuary maintenance 80,835.33 80,835.33 
Total net position 115,440.56 115,440.56 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET POSITION $ 1,220.99 $ 115,440.56 $ 116,661.55 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement. 
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TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE VEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
A. Reporting Entity 
The Town of Lubec, Maine (the Town) was incorporated on June 12, 1811. The Town 
operates under a board of selectmen - town administrator form of government and is 
incorporated under the laws of the State of Maine. 
The accounting policies of the Town conform to U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP) as applicable to government units. The Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing governmental 
accounting and financial reporting principles. 
GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and Management's Discussion and 
Analysis - For State and Local Governments, and its amendments, established new financial 
reporting requirements for governments and caused the Town to restructure much of the 
information presented in the past. For enterprise funds, GASB statement Nos. 20 and 34 
provided the Town the option of electing to apply FASB pronouncements issued after 
November 30, 1989. The Town has elected not to apply those procedures. The more 
significant of the government's accounting policies are described below. 
In evaluating how to define the Town for financial purposes, management has considered all 
potential component units. The decision to include a potential component unit in the 
reporting entity is made by applying the criteria set forth in GASB Statement No. 14 The 
Financial Reporting Entity as amended by GASB Statement No. 39. The basic, but not the 
only, criterion for including a potential component unit within the reporting entity is the 
governing body's ability to exercise oversight responsibility. Based on the criteria, it was 
determined that no other entities should be included in the Town's financial statements. 
B. Basis of Presentation 
The Town's basic financial statements include both government-wide (reporting the Town as 
a whole) and fund financial statements (reporting the Town's major funds). Both the 
government-wide and fund financial statements categorize primary activities as either 
governmental or business-type. 
Government-Wide Financial Statements 
The Government-wide financial statements consist of a Statement of Net Position and a 
Statement of Activities and reports information on all of the non-fiduciary activities of the 
Town as a whole. 
The Statement of Net Position reports all financial and capital resources of the Town and 
reports the difference between assets and liabilities, as "net position" not fund balance or 
equity. The Statement of Activities shows the degree to which the direct expenses of a given 
function or segment are offset by program revenue and reflects the "net (expense) revenue" 
of the Town's individual functions before applying general revenues. The Town has elected 
not to allocate indirect costs among programs. Program revenues include 1) charges to 
customers for services and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting 
operational or capital requirements of a particular function. Taxes and other items not 
properly included among program revenues are reported as general revenues. 
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TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures are recognized in the 
accounts and reported in the financial statements. Basis of accounting is a conceptual 
description of the timing of the accounting measurements made. 
The Government-wide financial statements use the economic resources measurement focus 
and the accrual basis of accounting in accordance with GASB #34. Revenues are recorded 
when earned, and expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the 
timing of related cash flows. Property taxes are recognized as revenues in the year which 
they are levied. Grants and similar items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility 
requirements imposed by the grantor have been met. 
As a general rule, the effect of interfund activity has been eliminated from the Government-
wide financial statements. 
Governmental Fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources 
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under the modified 
accrual basis concept, revenues are recognized when they become measurable (estimable as 
to the net amount to be collected) and available as current assets. Revenues are considered 
to be available when they are collected within the current period or soon enough thereafter 
to pay liabilities of the current period. Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is 
incurred, as under accrual accounting. 
When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available, it is the government's policy 
to use restricted resources first, and then unrestricted resources as they are needed. 
D. Budgets and Budgetary Accounting 
Formal budgetary accounting is employed as a management control for the general fund 
only. Annual operating budgets are adopted each fiscal year by the registered voters of the 
Town at their annual Town meeting. Budgets are established in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles. Budgetary control is exercised at the selectmen level, since 
individual department heads do not exist. All unencumbered budget appropriations lapse at 
the end of the year unless specifically designated by the Board of Selectmen or required by 
law. 
E. Assets, Liabilities, Fund Equity, Revenue, Expenditures and Expenses 
Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Cash and cash equivalents include currency on hand, demand deposits with financial 
institutions, and other accounts with an original maturity of three months or less when 
purchased. Investments are recorded at fair value. 
lnterfund Receivables and Payables 
Short-term advances between funds are accounted for in the appropriate interfund 
receivable and payable accounts. 
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TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
Deferred Revenue 
Deferred revenue arises when potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and 
"available" criteria for recognition in the current period. Deferred revenue arises when 
resources are received by the Town before it has legal claim to them. In subsequent periods, 
when both revenue recognition criteria are met, or when the Town has a legal claim to the 
resources, the liability for deferred revenue is removed from the balance sheet and revenue 
is recognized. 
Property Taxes 
Property taxes for the current year were committed on October 4, 2017, on the assessed 
value listed as of April 1, 2017, for all real and personal property located in the Town. 
Payment of taxes was due on December 31, 2017 and May 31, 2018, with interest at 7% on 
all tax bills unpaid as of January 1, 2018 and June 1, 2018. 
The Town is permitted by the laws of the State of Maine to levy taxes up to 105% of its net 
budgeted expenditures for the related fiscal period. The amount raised in excess of 100% is 
referred to as overlay and amounted to $78,258.92 for the year ended June 30, 2018. 
Tax liens are placed on real property within twelve months following the tax commitment 
date if taxes are delinquent. The Town has the authority to foreclose on property eighteen 
months after the filing of the lien if tax liens and associated costs remain unpaid. 
Compensated Absences 
The Town awards vacation and sick time for employees based on years of employment. Up 
to 120 hours of vacation time may be carried forward into the following year. At June 30, 
2018, accrued vacation and sick time was $12,663.12. 
Risk Management 
The Town pays insurance premiums to certain agencies to cover risks that may occur in 
normal operations. The Town purchases employee fidelity bond coverage. There have been 
no significant reductions in insurance coverage from the prior year. No settlements of claims 
have exceeded insurance coverage in the current year. 
The Town is a member of the Maine Municipal Association - Worker Compensation Trust 
Fund ("Fund"). The Fund was created to formulate, develop and administer a program of 
modified self-funding for the Fund's membership, obtain lower costs for worker 
compensation coverage and develop a comprehensive loss ccmtrol program. The Town pays 
an annual premium to the Fund for its workers compensation coverage. The Town's 
agreement with the Fund provides that the Fund will be self-sustaining through member 
premiums and will provide, through commercial companies reinsurance contracts, individual 
stop loss coverage for member Towns' claims in excess of $400,000, with an excess limit of 
$2,000,000. 
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TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
3. CAPITAL ASSETS 
Governmental activities: Balance Balance 
7/1/17 Additions Deletions 6/30/18 
Land & land improvements $ 1,034, 717 .00 $ 7,051.00 $(520,119.00) $ 521,649.00 
Art works & historical treasures 148,000.00 148,000.00 
Buildings 1,610,457.00 1,610,457.00 
Equipment 463,202.00 25,396.00 488,598.00 
Vehicles 784,341.00 22,000.00 806,341.00 
Infrastructure 3,082,286.00 125,000.00 3,207,286.00 
Total capital 
assets 7,123,003.00 179,447.00 (520,119.00) 6, 782,331.00 
Less accumulated 
depreciation 
Land improvements (18,200.00) (118.00) (18,318.00) 
Buildings (474,180.00) (41,463.00) (515,643.00) 
Equipment (404,140.00) (7,534.00) (411,674.00) 
Vehicles (665,352.00) (24,895.00) (690,247.00) 
Infrastructure (2,139,324.00) (119,696.00) (2,259,020.00) 
Total 
accumulated depreciation (3, 701,196.00) (193, 706.00) (3,894,902.00) 
Governmental activities 
Capital assets, net 
$ 3,421,807.00 $ (14,259.00) $ (520,119.00) $ 2,887,429.00 
Depreciation expense can be allocated to departments as follows: 
General government $ 8,524 
Public safety 16,941 
Public works 149,133 
Other - marina 19,108 
$193.707 
Business-type activities: Balance Balance 
7/1/17 Additions Deletions 6/30/18 
Land & land improvements $ 60,500.00 $- $ - $ 60,500.00 
Buildings 1,000,000.00 1,000,000.00 
Equipment 778,490.00 778,490.00 
Vehicles 27,500.00 27,500.00 
Infrastructure 150,000.00 150,000.00 
Total capital assets 2,016,490.00 2,016,490.00 
Less accumulated depreciation 
Buildings (500,000.00) (20,000.00) (520,000.00) 
Equipment (525,580.00) (19,462.00) (545,042.00) 
Vehicles (27,500.00) (27,500.00) 
Infrastructure (125,000.00) (5,000.00) {130,000.00) 
Total accumulated depreciation {1,178,080.00) (44,462.00) (1,222,542.00) 
Business-type activities 
Capital assets, net $ 838,410.00 $ (44,462.00) $- $ 793,948.00 
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7. FUND BALANCES 
TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
Restricted Fund Balances: 
Revolving loan fund 




Assigned Fund Balances: 
Airport 





Perpetual care cemetery maintenance 
Operational finance reserve 
Employee sinking fund 
Sheriff sinking fund 
Harbor insurance reserve 
Revenue sharing 
Recycling building 
Building demolition reserve 
Fuel donation reserve 
FEMA disaster assistance 
Ballfield grant reserve 
Shellfish reserve 
Federal harbor fund 
Fire department suit reserve 
Road improvement fund 
Ambulance refinance reserve fund 
Heating system capital fund 
Sidewalk improvement capital fund 
Sheriff selective enforcement 
Bike Maine fund 
Harbor pier account 
Quoddy TV reserve 
Public works equipment capital 
Dangerous buildings 
Snow removal reserve 
Planning board 
Hoist key deposits 
41h of July celebration 
Skate park 
Veteran's monument 
Veteran's grave fund 
Christmas parade 
Pirate invasion festival 
Bold coast scenic byway sign 
Economic development committee 



















































TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
8. DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN (CONTINUED) 
Pension Liabilities, Pension Expense, Deferred Outflows of Resources, and Deferred Inflows 
of Resources 
At June 30, 2018, the Town reported a liability of $44,743.00 for its proportionate share of 
the net pension liabilities for the plan. The net pension liabilities were measured as of June 
30, 2017, and the total pension liability used to calculate the net pension liability was 
determined by an actuarial valuation as of that date. The Town's proportion of the net 
pension liability was based on a projection of the Town's long-term share of contributions to 
each pension plan relative to the projected contributions of all participating entities, 
actuarially determined. At June 30, 2017, the Town's proportion was 0.010927%, which was 
a decrease of 0.001653% from its proportion measured as of the prior year. 
For the year ended June 30, 2018, the Town recognized pension expense of $1,101. At June 
30, 2018, the Town reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of 
resources related to pensions from the following sources: 
Difference between expected and actual 
experience 
Net difference between projected and 
actual earnings on pension plan 
investments 
Changes of assumptions 
Changes in proportion and differences 
between employer contributions and 
proportionate share of contributions 












Amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources will 
be recognized in pension expense as follows: 
Year Ending 
June 30, Amount 





TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE VEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
8. DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN {CONTINUED) 
Mortality rates were based on the RP2014 Total Dataset Healthy Annuitant Mortality Tables 
for males and females. For recipients of disability benefits, the RP2014 Total Dataset 
Disabled Annuitant Mortality Table for males and females was used. 
The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was determined using a 
building-block method where best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return 
are developed for each major class of assets. These ranges are combined to produce the 
long-term expected rate of return by weighting the expected future real rates of return by 
the target asset allocation percentage and by adding expected inflation. Best estimates of 
arithmetic real rates of return for each major asset class included in the pension plan's 
target asset allocation as of June 30, 2017 are summarized below: 
Asset Class Target Allocation Long-term Expected Real Rate of 
Return 
US equities 20% 5.7% 
Non-US equities 20 5.5 
Private equity 10 7.6 
Real assets: 
Real estate 10 5.2 
Infrastructure 10 5.3 
Hard assets 5 5.0 
Fixed income 25 2.9 
Discount Rate 
The discount rate used to measure the collective pension liability was 6.875% for 2017 and 
2016, 7.125% for 2015, and 7.25% for 2014 and 2013. The projection of cash flows used to 
determine the discount rate assumed that plan member contributions will be made at the 
current contribution rate and that employer contributions will be made at contractually 
required rates, actuarially determined. Based on these assumptions, the pension plan's 
fiduciary net position was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit 
payments to the current plan members. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on 
pension plan investments was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to 
determine the total pension liability. 
The following table shows how the collective net pension liability/(asset) as of June 30, 2017 
would change if the discount rate used was one percentage point lower or one percentage 
point higher than the current rate. 
1% Decrease Current Discount Rate % Increase 
5.875% 6.875% 7.875% 






TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
SCHEDULE OF EMPLOYER'S PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS 

















Schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as they become 
available. 
Employer's proportion 
of the Net Pension 
Liability (asset) 
Employer's 
proportionate share of 





proportionate share of 
the Net Pension 
Liability (asset) as a 
percentage of its 
covered employee 
payroll 
Plan fiduciary net 
position as a 
percentage of the total 
pension liability 
TOWN OF LUBEC, MAINE 
SCHEDULE OF EMPLOYER'S SHARE OF NET PENSION LIABILITY 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 
2017 2016 2015 
0.0190927% 0.009274% 0.012054% 
$44,743 $49,276 $38,455 
$134,018 $64,941 $57,797 
33% 76% 67% 
86.4% 81.6% 88.3% 







Charges for services 
Interest and lien fees 
Investment income 














Excess (deficiency) of revenues over (under) expenditures 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES {USES): 
Operating transfers in 
Operating transfers (out) 
Total other financing sources 
Net changes in fund balances 
FUND BALANCES - BEGINNING 
FUND BALANCES - ENDING 
Town of Lubec, Maine 
General Fund 
Budgetary Comparison Schedule 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2018 
Budgeted Amounts 
Original Final 























Actual Amounts Positive (Negative) 






































Prior to 2013 
Tax liens receivable: 
2016 
2015 
TOTAL TAXES AND TAX LIENS RECEIVABLE 
Town of Lubec, Maine 
Schedule of Taxes Receivable 
General Fund 


















Town of Lubec, Maine 
Schedule of Departmental Operations 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2018 
Balance Total Balances 
7/1/2017 Appropriations Available Expenditures Lapsed Car 
COUNTY TAX 272,307.00 272,307.00 292,419.00 (20,112.00) 
EDUCATION 1,844, 712.00 1,844,712.00 1,844,702.00 
DEBT SERVICE 43,916.00 43,916.00 43,515.32 400.68 
OTHER APPROPRIATIONS 
Lubec airport 2,675.00 2,675.00 3,252.96 (577.96) 
Cemeteries and parks 5,300.00 5,300.00 4,768.20 531.80 
Municipal building and fire house 31,168.00 31,168.00 26,673.11 4,494.89 
Lubec adult education 17,900.00 17,900.00 18,054.00 (154.00) 
Harbor commercial pier office 18,720.00 18,720.00 13,317.65 
Total 75,763.00 75,763.00 66,065.92 4,294.73 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 35,105.12 $ 3,517,870.00 $ 3,5S2,975.12 $ 3,517,465.56 $ 34,234.93 L...; 
2018 - OFFICE OF THE ASSESSORS' REPORT 
Statistics as of March 31, 2018 
Total land valuation 
Total Building valuation 
Total Real Estate valuation (taxable) 
Total Personal Property valuation (taxable) 
Veterans Exemptions (83) valuation 
Parsonage Exemptions (3) valuation 
Homestead Exemptions (439) Exempt Value 







Tree Growth Classification (56) parcels I 3,578.80 acres) 
Open Space Classification ( 41) parcels I 2, 7 43 acres) 






Mil Rate 22.89 
Gary Rhoades - Code Enforcement Officer 
Town of Lubec 
40 School St. 
Lubec, ME 04652 
(207) 733-2341 
West Quoddy Light 
Most Eastern Point in the United States 
2018 Annual Report of Code Enforcement 
CODE ENFORCEMENT UPDATES 
STATISTIC 
ITBN 
Shoreland Zone Building Permits 
State NRP AIPBR Permits 
State NRP A/PBR Violations 
Dilapidated/Dangerous Building "notice of violations" 
Dilapidated/Dangerous Structures Abated 
Junkyard Permits/Renewal 
DEP Violations 
T~~s ~,//. :,:7 
./(Jc~ , .. e. / V 
G~oades · 
Code Enforcement Officer 











There whe11 needed ... We are here to serve ... 
The Lubec Fire Department responded to a total of 47 calls this 
year. 
We are in the process of getting a new Jaws of Life. The new ones 
are battery operated and there are separate tools. The package comes 
with a set of jaws, a cutter and a ram. These new tools are much 
easier to use 
We are also still looking at getting a new fire truck and have applied 
for a grant. We should hear about the grant hopefully by the middle 
of August. The Town voted at the last town meeting to apply the 
$20,846.00 from the ambulance funds into the fire truck account. 
We are still working on what it will cost for a new one. The truck 
we are looking at will have a 1000 gallon per minute pump and will 
hold 2500 gallons of water. This amount of water is much needed 
due to the homes that are out of the hydrant system. 
I would like to thank the Town Office staff and the Whiting and 




Lubec Shellfish Warden Report 
Troy Tinker 
Shellfish Warden 
40 School St. Lubec, ME 04652 
Phone#: 207-713-8769 
Email : truck7138769@gmail.com 
In April, I attended the first town conservation behind the Legion. In March, there was another 
conservation that was held at Seaview beach and Hucking, In June, the last conservation at the Bar in 
South Lubec. 
Sheldon Lyons, has become our deputy Shellfish Warden for the Town of Lubec. He has been on foot 
patrols and checking licenses. 
l have been doing foot patrols and boat patrols. Checking to make sure that the clammers are in 
compliance with all town ordinance. When I find someone that is in conflict with the local ordinance. I 
issue a summons. 
Town of Lubec License sold 2018-19 
Price Sold Total 
Commercial Resident W/Con $100 50 5000 
Commercial Resident WO/ Con $300 7 2100 
Resident Recreational yearly $ 25 5 125 
Resident weekly $ 5 7 35 




Harbor Master Report 2018-2019 
On behalf of the Harbor Board, I am pleased to report steady progress on our 
Harbor projects over the last year including, but not limited to such things as 
a near total hoist rebuild paid for through funds from mooring fees, new ladders 
on the commercial pier and the completion of the gangway lift system that saves 
hundreds of dollars a year putting the Marina in and out of operation. The Lubec-
Eastport Ferry is back in service and should be very helpful in supporting our 
growing downtown restaurants and businesses. We as a town should be very 
grateful for the employees of Cook Aquaculture and especially Dave Morang for 
all they do for the town including removing and putting floats in the water, our 4th 
of July fireworks barge, and tending our rental moorings, that are being 
increasingly inquired about and used. Good neighbors indeed. 
I am sure that I speak for many fishermen and others when I report that 
I am very excited and hopeful with the prospect of Lubec finally getting 
a safe harbor breakwater and pier. Carol Dennison and Julie Keene have 
Volunteered and devoted countless hours and resources to gain the level of 
national attention highlighting the need for this project. I would like to thank 
all of the other Safe Harbor Committee members that have supported this project 
from the start; Barbara, Mike, Pete, James, Julie and Carol as well as Oscar 
Emerson of Down to Earth Land Services and the staff of Prock Marine. 
I would also like to note that Carol has obtained a 50,000 dollar pledge letter 
of support from the Ram Island Conservation Fund towards a 200,000 dollar goal 
for the maintenance fund, a Shore & Harbor Grant of 30,000 dollars for a Geotech 
survey as well as a 15,000 dollar Submerged Land Grant for work we will soon be 
starting on the commercial pier. 
Finally, I would like to thank the staff at the town office, Debbie has been 
instrumental in our billing for mooring fees & applications, Suzette for keeping 
the finances straight, Renee for keeping the whole thing running smoothly and 
Carol for typing this for me. 
rha1£~~rzv~ 
Ral~~n~ 
LUBEC MEMORIAL LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
Submitted by Co-Directors Nancy Briggs and Suzanne Plaut 
Suzanne Plaut and Nancy Briggs have been Co-Directors for a year now, and this is 
working quite well. Suzanne has much institutional memory when that is called for, while Nancy 
works more hours and is always expanding her knowledge of the computer systems and other 
library services. 
Maine Public Libraries are required to report annual statistics of staffing, expenditures, 
and services to the Maine State Library (MSL). One goal of the report is to meet Federal 
requirements for library telecommunications services funding (no report, no free Internet). The 
data also show patterns of change in library services over time, both statewide and for 
individual libraries. 
Having served as Librarian here since 1987 the library and I have experienced those 
changes and I want to share some. Many changes improve patron service, like adding weekend 
and evening hours in the 1980s or changing the lending period from 2 to 4 weeks for all but 
new books. 
The Lubec Memorial Library began in 1958 in a borrowed room with donated books. By 
1968, it owned a small building and was open 9 hours a week. By 1987 it was open 16 hours a 
week and lent out 6,000 - 7,000 books a year. 2600 of the books lent were Children's books 
and we borrowed about 100 books a year from other libraries for patrons. These "interlibrary 
loan" books arrived and returned by mail. 
Over thirty years later Lubec's library has a wonderful large building open 32 hours a week, 
including evening and weekend hours. The extended hours are possible due to both expanded 
hours of paid staffing and an active group of volunteers. 
The larger space makes all kinds of programs possible from preschool small group Wiggles 
and Giggles, to full house events such as the Christmas pudding, play readings. 
In March, thanks to a grant from the Machias Savings Bank, we brought every 
Lubec/Whiting student to the library for an excellent Chewonki Traveling Natural History 
program, "Owls of Maine". They got to experience these magnificent birds live and in person 
and ask questions of trained naturalists. 
Moving to a larger building we chose to leave a large central area free· of bookcases for 
program space. That proved a good decision as last year there were 102 children's programs 
(1163 attendees) and 66 Adult programs (1105 attendees).This includes library programs on 
site as well as several taken to the school such as a weekly reading to the Pre-K/Kindergarten 
and three Lubec RIF (Reading Is Fundamental) book distributions for the whole school pre-K 
through Grade 8. 
On site programs in 2018 included the following: Our Summer Reading Program included 
three themed programs and coupons for ice cream cones as a reward for reading books 
through the summer. In 2018 children got to create their own rock collections, dance around 
the library yard accompanied by the maracas they had crafted. For the third program children 
created their own clay "fossils" after exploring the concept of geologic time. 
In October Melange a Quatre, a group of four talented local musicians, performed a 
lively selection of French folk tunes to a full house and shared colorful histories of the hurdy 
gurdy, hammered dulcimer and mandolin. 
For many years Sarah Dalton-Phillips, Suzannah Gale and multi-talented members of the 
Lubec-Campobello Theatre Company have ushered in the holiday season with delightful music, 
readings and storytelling. This year's performance was especially poignant and brought much-
needed comfort and joy to the assembled crowd. 
"Stories of Old Lubec", the popular local history series launched last winter, resumed in 
January with long-time resident Bessie Kelley leading the discussion. The program continued in 
March with George "Bubba" Eaton as our special guest. Recordings of all programs on DVDs are 
currently available to borrow or purchase. 
In 2018 LML's total circulation was 18,385, with about 90% items from the library's own 
collection, 3% digital downloads, and 7% borrowed from other libraries. For the first time in 
several years the circulation of "plain old books" was UP! 
Our patrons have about 23,000 books, audiobooks, movies, and magazines available on our 
local shelves plus technology never dreamed of in 1987. Technology not only allows the library 
to offer free personal Internet access on both public computers and patrons' own devices, but 
also to view online the catalog of millions of items on shelves in libraries across Maine. Through 
Cloud Library patrons can also borrow from a digital collection of almost 17,000 downloadable 
e-books and audiobooks. 
The library currently pays a set annual fee for one day a week delivery of unlimited 
interlibrary loans (Ills). There is no cost passed on to patrons. In 2018 we borrowed 1,186 
books, movies, and audio-books from other Maine libraries for our users. ILL allows patrons of a 
small library like ours to borrow items held by libraries across the state, including highly 
specialized items no small library would be likely to own. 
We are frequently reminded of library benefactor Hilda Bangs and her wisdom in insisting 
that a Community Meeting Room be included in our new building. In addition to our own 
programs for adults and children, the library provided space for the Fundy International 
Marathon medical team as well as meetings of the Lubec Woman's Club, Trescott Historical 
Society, Fiber Arts Group, two library book clubs, and LAMPS. This well used space has proven 
to be a vital community resource. 
Last year the building's roof needed replacement sooner than expected, and Gary Howard, 
Building Committee member urged the board to accomplish this before October. The community 
responded generously to the "buy a bundle of shingles" fundraiser, and our books are safe from 
rain once more. 
This library has long been grateful for the generous support of those who appreciate the 
services and programs we are fortunate enough to offer. 
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June 13,2019 
Town of Lubec 
Board of Selectmen 
40 School Street 
Lubec, Maine 04652 
Dear Selectmen, 
LUBEC CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL 
44 SOUTH STREET 
LUBEC, .MAINE 04652 
LOVINA WORMELL - PRINCIPAL 
TEL: (207} 788-5561 
The Trecartin Fund is a Certificate of Deposit #20279 that is being administered through 
the Town of Lubec for the purpose of the Lubec Elementary School Athletic Program 
with the balance of $5,000.00 and the interest is transferred monthly to the Lubec 
Elementary School Student Activities checking account. 
This year the activities to the Trecartin Fund School Athletic Program are as follows: 
Beginning Balance 05/24/18 
Total Monthly Interest 06/30-06/13 


























Total Trecartin Fund 
















MSAD # 19 
Trecartin Fund 
June 1, 2018 through June 13, 2019 
Name Memo Split 
----------~---
Deposit Trecartin Inter ... 
Deposit Trecartin Inter ... 
Deposit Trecartin Inter. .. 
Deposit Trecartin Inter ... 
Deposit Trecartin Inter. .. 
Deposit Trecartin Inter. .. 
Deposit Trecartin Inter ... 
Deposit Trecartin Inter ... 
Deposit Trecartin Inter. .. 
Deposit Trecartin Inter ... 
Deposit Trecartin Inter. .. 
Deposit Trecartin Inter. .. 















89.30 0.00 89.30 
-"- -·--·----··----.---.-
89.30 0.00 89.30 
. ·---- --- ----·------ ·-·---
89.30 0.00 89.30 -- ---- ·-- - .,_,_ 
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Washington County Adult Education Report 
Submitted by: Executive Director Jane Blackwood 
Washington County Adult Education has served 12 adult learners within the last year. 
They stream from various programs such as HiSET, which is the high school equivalency test 
formerly known as the GED. We had adult learns in adult transitions, which could be a number 
of things from understanding how to use your computer and how to use the different programs to 
WorkReady exercises. We mostly did work in digital literacy, we have had a couple of different 
classes at the Lubec Community Outreach Center such as Facebook for Business. Which was for 
anyone that wanted to know a little more about how to get their business started on Facebook. 
We are thrilled to be working closely with Americorps Volunteers through our 
partnership with National Digital Equity Center, that offers an array of digital literacy classes 
from Basic Computer classes to Microsoft Excel all at no expense. We are also very excited to 
have a room in the Lubec Community Outreach Center for our instructors. We are there on 
Wednesday afternoons from 12:30PM to 2PM, and again later in the evening from 4PM to 6PM. 
Changing hours this Fall could also be a possibility if more students can access services. We are 
ready to help with any educational needs such as HI SET, College Transition, Adult Transitions, 
Workforce Development, and Digital Literacy. Another exciting thing we are going to be doing 
is our new Adult Diploma Program that we will be offering in the Fall, only at our office in 
Machias and in Indian Township. We encourage everyone to take advantage of our services we 
are offering in the area. 
6 Colonial Way 
classes@connectwithaxiom.com 
Machias, ME 04654 207-255-4917 
www.connectwithaxiom.com 
Lubec Community Outreach Center 
Greetings Neighbors, 
The LCOC strives to help address the challenges and to applaud the successes of our area. We've taken 
significant steps this year toward the goal of creating a community space to be utilized by all. 
There is an amazing group of local volunteers who donate over 130 hours of time each month to make our 
"choice" Food Pantry Distribution Days successful. The need is great and through a network of collaboration 
that includes the Good Shephard Food Bank, the USDA, local grocers, farmers, Eastern Agency on Aging, 
Healthy Acadia and generous benefactors the pantry helps many each month. On the third Wednesday of each 
month and the following Saturday the Food Pantry is open. On average, each month 90 households consisting 
of 222 individuals are helped with food insecurity issues through the food pantry. Additionally, each month on 
average 93 meals are served at the weekday distribution. Most recipients of Food Pantry services at the LCOC 
are Lubec residents at 74%, with 8% from Trescott, 9% from Machias area, and the remaining 8% from 
neighboring towns. 
We work to engage other agencies in collaborative work. The Literacy Volunteers of Washington County hold 
weekly meetings in our Community Room where they can offer literacy services. The Axiom Educators offer 
the Lubec funded Adult Education services on Wednesdays. Woman, Infant and Children (WIC) as well as 
Maine Families were present and connected with local families around their services during a monthly food 
pantry distribution day. The senior Tai-chi classes held weekly by Eastern Agency on Aging are well received. 
The local Chamber of Commerce had met in our dining room space, as do the local Lions and the Quilters 
Group. The Lubec Area Musicians Philanthropic Society (LAMPS) donates janitorial services in exchange for 
space in our facility to store equipment and a desk for office work, they also annually donate proceeds to the 
LCOC and other nonprofits. We extend storage space to the International Marathon Committee and work 
closely with their committee during the busy marathon weekend. The financial contribution to the local 
economy as well as to the LCOC and Campobello nonprofits from this event are greatly appreciated. 
Our Senior Meal of the Month offers a fun, social time with a good meal each month, it has been well received. 
Our Summer Recreation and the After-School Programs continue to support over one third of local students 
with quality care throughout the year. Through grant funding from Maine Community Foundation, the 
taxpayers of Lubec, CF Adams Foundation, the Betterment Fund, fundraising and contributions, the LCOC 
offered financial assistance to eighty five percent (85%) of families enrolled. 
Each month, on average, two hundred fifty (250) volunteer hours are donated by generous community 
members throughout our programs, including the volunteers in the larger Thrift Store. Have you checked it 
out? Our collaboration with the school continues with the students on the elementary side using our kitchen 
space (the old home economics room) with school staff and the Healthy Acadia Educator. 





Lubec Community Outreach Center 
PO Box 41, Lubec, ME 04652 
(207) 733-5262 www.lubecoutreach.org 
State Elected Officials 
Contact Information 
United States Senate 
Susan Collins (R) 
461 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D. 20510 
(202) 224-2523 
collins.senate. gov 
Angus S King, Jr. (I) 
359 Dirksen Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
(202) 224-5344 
United States House of Representatives 
Jared Golden (D) 
6 State Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
(207) 249-7400 
Janet Mills (D) 
1 State House Station 






Marianne Moore (R) 
32"d District 
28 St. Croix Drive 
Calais, ME 04619 
(207) 454-0501 
Marianne.Moore@legislature.maine.gov 
Maine House of Representatives 
Will Tuell (R) 
431 Hadley Lake Road 




It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate. I am grateful for the trust the people of our state have placed in 
me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from this past year. 
As Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, I worked to help ensure the well-being of our seniors. The Senior$qfe Act I 
authored became law last year and is empowering banks, credit unions, and other financial institutions to better protect seniors 
from financial fraud. 
Following extensive committee investigations of prescription drug pricing, additional legislation I crafted became law, ending 
the egregious practice of pharmacy "gag clauses" that prevented pharmacists from informing patients on how to pay the lowest 
possible price. 
This year, I was also successful in securing an extra $425 million for Alzheimer's research-the largest funding increase 
ever-bringing the total to $2.34 billion. Additionally, the bipartisan BOLD Act I authored will create public health 
infrastructure to combat Alzheimer's by promoting education, early diagnosis, and improved care management. 
More than 40 million Americans-including 178,000 Mainers-are caregivers for parents, spouses, children, and other loved 
ones with disabilities or illnesses, such as Alzheimer's. The RAISE Family Caregivers Act I authored was signed into law last 
year, giving caregivers more resources and training to better balance the full-time job of caregiving. Another law I wrote will 
help grandparents who are raising grandchildren, largely due to the opioid addiction crisis. 
In addition to helping seniors, a major accomplishment over the past year is the increased federal investment in biomedical 
research that is leading to progress in the fight against numerous devastating diseases. Congress has boosted funding for the 
National Institutes of Health by $7 billion in just the last three years, bringing total funding to more than $39 billion. 
One of my highest priorities as Chairman of the Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee is to improve our nation's 
crumbling infrastructure and ensure that Maine's needs are addressed. Since the Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage 
Development (BUILD) Transportation Grants program, formerly known as TIGER, was established in 2009, I have secured 
$160 million for vital transportation projects throughout Maine. 
Congress also delivered a Farm Bill last year, which includes many important provisions that will help the agriculture industry 
in Maine and across the country. Specifically, I secured provisions that will strengthen support for young farmers, improve 
local farm-to-market efforts, and increase funding for organic research. 
Congress took decisive action to address the opioid addiction epidemic. In addition to appropriating $8.5 billion in federal 
funding last year, Congress enacted the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act, a comprehensive package that embraces 
the multipronged approach I have long advocated for this epidemic: prevention, treatment, recovery, and enforcement to stop 
drug trafficking. 
Maine plays a key role in ensuring a strong national defense. In 2018, Congress provided funding for five ships to be built at 
Bath Iron Works, which will help to keep our nation safe and provide our skilled shipbuilders a steady job. I also secured more 
than $162 million for infrastructure projects at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard to support their important work to overhaul Navy 
submarines. 
A Maine value that always guides me is our unsurpassed work ethic. In December 2018, I cast my 6,834th consecutive vote, 
continuing my record of never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service began in 1997. 
I appreciate the opportunity to serve Maine in the United States Senate. If ever I can be of assistance to you, please contact one 
of my state offices or visit my website at www.collins.senate.gov. May 2019 be a good year for you, your family, your 
community, and our state. 
Sincerely, 
Susan M. Collins 
United States Senator 
JR. 
Dear Friends, 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510 
January 3, 2019 
As r travel Maine, I hear from people who live in every corner of our state. I hear about their 
achievements, their successes, their work to improve their communities - I hear about the hope they 
have for our state. I also hear about our challenges, and all the work we have left to do. As I see il, that's 
my job: to listen to you, act where I can to bui Id on what's good, and work on the tough parts. As 2018 
comes to a close, r wanted to take a moment to share an update on some of the work we're doing in 
Washington to lift up the accomplishments of Maine people and make progress on the challenges they 
face. 
From Portland to Presque Isle, from Milo to Camden, f hear about the pain that the opioid epidemic is 
inflicting on Maine communities. I've met with Maine people in recovery, family members of those 
struggling with substance use disorders, treatment providers, and law enforcement officials to learn 
about their experiences with this terrible disease, and everyone agrees that in order to fully respond to 
these problems, we need a stronger federal effort to end the opioid epidemic. Fortunately, some help is 
on the way- in October, we overwhelmingly passed a sweeping, bipartisan opioids bill. I've pushed 
hard for this type of legislation and was proud to have provisions I've advocated for included in the bill. 
These priorities have been guided by the voices of Maine people, and we'll keep working to confront 
this tragic problem. 
I've also worked to strengthen the future of our forest economy. Maine's forests have powered our 
state's economy for generations, especially in our rural communities. So, when rapid shifts in the market 
led to the closure of many pulp and paper mills and biomass power plants, it required a collaborative 
approach to support future growth in this important industry. That's why, together with the other 
members of the state's Congressional delegation, I pushed to establish the Economic Development 
Assessment Team (EDA T). This integrated, multiagency effort aims to foster innovation and 
commercialization in Maine's forest economy, and we're already seeing the benefits: in recent months, 
several forest industry businesses have announced significant investments into Maine operations, and in 
September 20 I 8, the Forest Opportunity Roadmap (FOR)/Maine released an action plan to make sure 
this industry, and the rural communities it supports, can continue to thrive for generations to come. 
As I close this letter, please allow me to express my gratitude to each of you - for your dedication to our 
state, and to one another. It's often said that Maine is like a big small town (with very long streets)-
that's because at our heart, we're one big community. It's not only a pleasure to serve you- it's a 
pleasure to know you. Thank you for being the reason Maine is so special. Mary and I hope that 2019 
will be a good year for you, your family, your community, and our great State. 
/ . 
I .·_/, p 
.c./~/""-"I'. / 
.-Angus S. ting 
United States Senator 
;\ 
JARED F. GOLDEN 
Dear Friends, 
I hope this Jetter finds you well. As I am settling into my new role as your representative, I wanted to give 
you an update on what we are doing in D.C. and in Maine this year. 
My first priority is to be accessible to you and to our communities, which is why I have opened offices 
throughout the Second District at the following locations: 
• Caribou Office: 7 Hatch Drive, Suite 230, Caribou ME 04736. Phone: 207) 492-6009 
• Lewiston Office: 179 Lisbon Street, Lewiston ME 04240. Phone: (207) 241-6767 
• Bangor Office: 6 State Street, Bangor ME 04401. Phone: (207) 249-7400 
My team and I are here to serve you, so please come meet my staff, voice an opinion, inform us of local 
events, or seek assistance with federal benefits. I come home to Maine every weekend to hear from you 
and see what's happening in our communities. I appreciate you keeping us informed. 
This year, I was proud to be appointed to the House Armed Services and Small Business Committees. On 
Armed Services, I'm using my experience serving in Iraq and Afghanistan to make sure our 
servicemembers have the resources and training they need to succeed and keep us safe. Within Armed 
Services, I was assigned to the Seapower Subcommittee, where I am fighting for our shipyard jobs and 
making sure our military can count on Bath-built ships for generations to come. Beyond Bath, I will 
advocate for the entire network of good Maine jobs that support our troops, equipping them to carry out 
their duties reliably and safely. 
Maine would just not be the same without our small, family-owned businesses. On the Small Business 
Committee, I am working to ensure our small businesses have the tools to grow, look out for their 
workers, and provide more good jobs to people all over Maine. Within the Small Business Committee, I 
was honored to be appointed Chairman of the Subcommittee on Contracting and Infrastructure. With this 
position, I am highlighting the need for infrastructure investment and fighting to level the playing field 
when small businesses compete for federal contracts. 
One thing I Jove about Maine is that we help each other out. Whether it's ensuring a job well done or 
lending a hand to a neighbor, I know you are strengthening our communities every day. I am proud to 
serve alongside you and look forward to all that we will accomplish together. 
My wife Isobel and I wish you and your family happiness, health, and success in the year to come. 
Jared Golden 
Member of Congress 
PAUL R. LEPAGE 
GOVERNOR 
Dear Citizens of Maine: 
STATE OF MAINE 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
I STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 
04333-0001 
For the past eight years as your Governor, my priority has been to make Maine prosperous. I am proud 
to say that my administration has had some success, but there is more that can be done. 
Mainers experienced strong, record-setting economic growth in 2018, setting so many new records: a 
record-high number of employers; a record-high number of private-sector jobs; record-high revenues for 
the state; record-low unemployment; and the fastest net-earnings growth in New England. Our poverty 
rate declined to the lowest since 2005 with the fewest number of children in poverty in 17 years. 
Maine's future is the brightest it has been in decades: there's more new businesses, more money in your 
paycheck, and better opportunities for our children. And that's what it's all about: the future of our state. 
We have brought stability to state finances and implemented pro-business, pro-growth policies across 
state government. The incoming administration is taking on a state government that is vastly 
improved-both structurally and financially-from the one I inherited. Therefore, I have suggested to 
the new administration that now is the time to cut taxes by an additional 20 percent. 
My administration lowered taxes by 20 percent for more than half-a-million Mainers. Cutting taxes for 
our families has proven to be an excellent policy decision. Despite this cut, we are seeing higher revenue 
in almost every tax category-sales and use tax, individual income tax, and corporate income tax. We 
must always remember that the revenue we receive in taxes is due to the hard work of Maine's people. 
Democrats stated they want to use surplus money to fully fund revenue sharing at 5 percent, rather than 
the 2 percent the towns have received for the past 6 years. However, there is no guarantee your local 
government will cut your property taxes by one penny-never mind dollar-for-dollar-if revenue 
sharing is increased. 
The people of Maine and the municipal balance sheets would be better off if the state cut income taxes 
and allowed municipalities to collect property taxes or service fees from non-profits to supplement the 
local property taxes. Everyone should contribute to the operation of local community governments. 
I encourage you to pay attention to what happens in your municipality and in Augusta. So many good 
people have worked much too hard to achieve our current prosperity. We must avoid letting politicians 
drive Maine's finances and its economy back into the ground. I promise you that I will be watching. 
Sincerely, 
? ...... rtlJ?..,. 
Paul R. LePage 
Governor 
PHONE: (207) 287-3531 (Voice) 888-577-6690 (TTY) FAX: (207) 287-!034 
www.maine.gov 
Dear Friends: 
STATE OF MAINE 
0FFlCE OF THE GOVERNOR 
I STATE HOUSE STATlON 
AUGUSTA. MAINE 
04333-0001 
It was the highest honor of my life to take the oath of office to become Maine's 75th governor. 
Over the next four years, I will do everything in my power to make Maine the safe, beautiful, 
prosperous state we all want for our children and grandchildren. 
That is why on my first day in office I directed the Maine Department of Health and Human 
Services to implement Medicaid expansion as quickly and efficiently as possible. My 
Administration will ensure that it is paid for sustainably; that the cost of health insurance is 
controlled; and that the cost of prescription drugs is reined in. In addition to creating a Director 
of Opiate Response to marshal the collective power and resources of state government to stem 
the tide of the opioid epidemic, we will make Narcan widely available, increase access to 
medication assisted treatment and recovery coaches, and expand drug courts. 
We also need a healthy environment. My Administration will embrace clean energy; change our 
modes of transportation; weatherize homes and businesses; and reach a goal of 50 percent of our 
energy coming from Maine renewable resources. By reducing the impacts of climate change, we 
will create good-paying jobs, preserve our environment, and protect our state's farming, fishing, 
and forestry industries. 
We will also develop a world-class workforce starting with Pre-K for every 4-year-old in Maine 
and more post-high school options that result in a valued credential. Attracting talented young 
people to move here and make Maine their home will be top priorities of my Administration. 
Maine communities, especially rural communities, are confronting a severe workforce shortage 
and an aging and declining population. It is time for bold, dynamic ideas that will change Maine 
for the better. That is why I, along with people ranging from small business owners, innovators 
and entrepreneurs, to economists and every day, hard-working Mainers, developed an economic 
plan designed to make it easier for small businesses to grow, for people to come and stay, and for 
Maine to thrive. 
I welcome your ideas. We are all in this together. We all want Maine to have a beautiful 
environment, happy people, and prosperous communities 
Thank you, 
Janet T. Mills 
Governor 




Settate !lJhbdct 6 
Dear Friends and Neighbors: 
Senator Marianne Moore 
3 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0003 
(207) 287-1505 
Marianne.Moore@legislature.maine.gov 
Health & Human Services Committee 
Ranking Member 
First, let me thank you for electing me to represent you in Augusta, I am honored to get to serve you in the Maine 
Senate. I am eager to get to work so that Maine becomes an even better place to live, work and raise a family. 
The I 291h Legislature has many issues before it including funding our schools, providing property tax relief, tackling 
the opioid epidemic, and ensuring affordable access to healthcare regardless of where you live. I hope that others 
are just as willing as I am to get to work, collaborate, and find solutions for the Maine people. 
Ensuring that our schools are funded adequately will be a top priority of mine. Many schools in Washington and 
Hancock Counties are struggling to provide the supplies necessary for our students to succeed. Countless 
hardworking and dedicated teachers are using their own money to make sure their students have basic school 
supplies. The lack of adequate funding also puts a burden on property tax payers, many who can't afford an 
increase. I will do everything I can to make sure the State picks up their share of education costs, and that revenue 
sharing is restored to 5%. 
Continuing to fight against the heartbreaking opioid crisis is also imperative. Too many Maine families have been 
suffering because of addiction. I believe we must combat this by educating our young people regarding the dangers 
of substance abuse, ensuring our law enforcement officers have the tools they need to stop those trafficking illegal 
substances, and finally, providing treatment to those that are ready to seek it. Addiction does not discriminate. 
Folks from every corner of our great state have struggled with it, and we must use every tool in the toolbox to put an 
end to this health crisis. 
Finally, addressing the lack of access to healthcare will be another focus of mine. Folks in Downeast Maine know 
better than anyone how difficult it can be to find a dentist, eye doctor or physician. Nobody should have to travel 
over an hour to seek medical treatment. I will work to find ways to increase the number of healthcare professionals 
here in Maine. 
Thank you again for trusting me to represent you in Augusta. I hope the Legislature can come together to tackle the 
hard issues facing our state, and I am ready to help. Please feel free to contact me at 287-1505 or 
Marianne.Moore0Jlegislature.maine.gov if you have comments, questions or if you would like assistance in 
navigating our state's bureaucracy. 
Sincerely, 
Marianne Moore 
State Senator, District 6 
Fax: (207) 287-1527 * TTY (207) 287-1583 * Message Service 1-800-423-6900 * Web Site: legislature.maine.gov/senate 
William R. Tuell 
4 3 I Hadley Lake Road 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
2 STATEHOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0002 
(207) 287-1440 
TTY: (207) 287-4469 
East Machias, ME 04630 
Residence: (207) 271-8521 
Will.Tuell@legislature.maine.gov 
April 2019 
Dear Friends and Neighbors, 
Thank you all for the opportunity to serve in the 129th Maine Legislature! I consider it a great honor to be able to 
represent our corner of coastal Washington County in Augusta. \V'hether that's making the push to reopen Down East 
Correctional Facility, fighting for our fishermen - particularly those who fish the gray zone - or making the case for 
restoring revenue sharing (a loss of over $10 million in property tax relief for \V'ashington County over the past five 
years alone), I am committed to working with Democrats, Republicans, and Independents to help our rural 
communities wherever I can. 
This year, I am pleased to report that I have been appointed to two legislative committees - Marine Resources and State 
& Local Government, and have also served as co-chair on the Legislative Caucus on Aging. Each of these 
responsibilities have kept me on my toes - especially Marine Resources where fishing families are extremely worried 
about the already sky high cost of bait - made even worse by a federal cut in herring quota - and interstate and federal 
regulators are taking steps to protect endangered whales that will dramatically reduce the amount of gear fishermen can 
fish. As for State and Local, while the topics are much less high-profile, many of these bills impact how much say local 
people have over their own town and county governments. The Aging Caucus has been dealing with everything from 
how best to push for property tax relief to financial exploitation of our seniors. Additionally, I and other legislators 
from both parties have supported efforts to restore revenue sharing, expand the homestead exemption, and invest in 
the infrastructure our rural communities need. 
And then there is Down East Correctional Facility. It could fill an entire town report on its own, however, I will simply 
say that our delegation has not given up on bringing the Bucks Harbor prison back, and putting as many of the workers 
at that facility back to work as we can. \V'hether we are successful remains to be seen, however we are extremely 
thankful for the support we have received from many of you reading this, as well as our colleagues in the Legislature 
who have helped fight for the prison the past five years. 
Feel free to contact me if I can be of assistance in any way. The best way to contact me is via e-mail, at 
Will.Tuell@legislature.maine.gov, or by phone at 287-1440. 
Thank you again, for giving me the honor of serving you in Augusta! 
William R. Tuell 
State Representative 
Proudly serving Cutler, East Machias, Eastport, Lubec, Machias, Machiasport, Roque Bluffs, Whiting and Trescott Township 









TO THE CITIZENS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY 
January 2019 
83 Court Street 
Machias, Maine 04654 
Telephone: (207) 255-4422 
Fax: (207) 255-3641 
I am humbled and grateful as I write this letter to you. While I ran unopposed during the election last November, I 
still am appreciative of each of the votes I received. I am grateful for your confidence in me to lead the Sheriffs 
Office for a second term. 
We couldn't do the important work of serving all of our citizens without manpower. Chief Deputy Crabtree and I 
petitioned successfully for three additional deputies to be added to our roster in 2019. I would like to extend a 
sincere thanks to the budget committee for their very careful consideration and approval of our request. 
For many years, the county has been divided into three patrol areas, which have been covered by the Sheriffs 
Office and the Maine State Police. The addition of the three new deputies will allow us to explore restructuring to 
four patrol areas which we hope will reduce response time in responding to an emergency and handling of 
complaints. Moreover, because the State Police are short-handed, they can no longer provide the assistance with 
certain cases like sexual assaults as they have in the past. The additional manpower will allow us to give these type 
of cases the serious attention they need. 
Drug issues continue to be our biggest problem here in Washington County and across the State of Maine. The 
devastation of this epidemic is widespread and felt by all. We have continued the assignment of two full time 
deputies to the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency and are continuing to tackle this epidemic through concentrated 
investigations and enforcement. 
A welcomed addition to the Sheriffs Office are two canines who became certified in narcotic detection, article 
search and tracking. Through continued trainings and certifications these K-9 units will provide valuable 
assistance in many areas of public safety. 
Our Corrections Officers in the Washington County Jail, as well as our Emergency Communications Specialists in 
the Regional Communications Center, are busier than ever. Those jobs are incredibly tough, and I appreciate the 
tremendous effort from all of our department employees. 
I am pleased to continue to serve the Citizens ofWashingto~.· (J_ 
. V5()n11 Vi* 
Sheriff Barcy)urtis 
www.washingtoncountymaine.com 
Animal Control Officer 
Beached Marine Wildlife 
Burn Permits (Randy Hall) 
Channel 7 - Lubec Local 
County Commissioners Office 
Customs and Immigrations 
Department of Human Services 
Emergencies 
Food Pantry 
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
Maine Department Information 
Maine Forestry Service 
Maine Veteran's Services 
Marine Resources 









Town of Lubec 
Important Phone Numbers 
MSAD # 19 Elementary School 
MSAD # 19/AOS # 77 Superintendent's Office 
MSAD # 19/ AOS # 77 Superintendent's Office (Fax) 
Poison Control Center 
Post Office - Lubec 
Recycle Center 
1-800-432-7846 Regional Medical Center at Lubec 
911 Social Security Administration 
733-6113 State Directory(www.21lmaine.org) 
287-8000 State Police 
624-9449 Time Warner Cable 
287-2791 Town Office 
255-3306 Town Office (Fax) 
624-6550 Unorganized Territories 
726-4561 Washington County Sheriffs Department (Non-Emergency) 
733-2491 Water District 
Town of Lubec Website: townoflubec.com 
733-5561 
454-2296 
454-2516 
1-800-222-1222 
733-5581 
733-4731 
733-5541 
1-800-564-1122 
211 
255-4000 
(207) 253-2222 
733-2341 
733-4737 
255-8919 
255-4422 
733-5526 
